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HONOR ROLL: BGSU
softball player Ashley
Zirkle is our Athlete of
theWeek;PAGE14
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HIGH. 74 LOW: 49

By Stephanie Spencer
REPORTER

No one really expects political
analysts to be frank, conversational or even jokey.
But former Reagan senior
policy analyst Dinesh D'Souza
was just that when he spoke in
the Union last night.
D'Souza was invited by the
Young America's Foundation
and the College Republicans to
comment about controversial
subjects such as U.S. occupation in Iraq, misconceptions
about Islamic fundamentalism
and homeland security.
Best known for his role
in the Reagan White House,
D'Souza has also written several New York Times bestsellers including "What's So Great
About America," "Letters to a
Young Conservative" and the
more controversial "The End of
Racism."
D'Souza did not waste time
during his speech addressing
uncomfortable subjects concerning the war on terrorism.
"In response to 'Isn't the U.S.
in Iraq for oil?' 1 would say I
certainly ho|>e so, I can't think of
any other reason the U.S. would
be there," D'Souza said.
Islamic fundamentalism,
the term the U.S. government
has coined for traditional muslims, was also discussed as the

primary reason that the U.S.
entered the war.
D'Souza dispelled rumors
about why the middle east
"hates America" and the origins
of the Iraq war.
Audience members shifted in
their seats when D'Souza talked
about American concern that
"the government is fighting a
losing battle." He said the fate
of the war lies in the American
people, and if apathetic the U.S.
would lose a war that most of
the Iraqi population supports.
"In Iraq, 60 percent of the
population is Shia, which is
for the U.S., and 20 percent is
Kurdish, also pro U.SA, the
Sunni people, which are the
remaining percent of the population are the only ones ih.it
oppose the war," he said. "This
would be like the U.S. going to
war and only the Mormons are
fighting."
After D'Souza finished his
speech he accepted questions
from the audience who was
prompted to be "accepting and
open-minded."
This was the result of last year's
spring speaker David Horowitz,
when members of the audience
overturned chairs and openly
boo'ed the speaker prompting
him to write an article in Front
Page magazine about "Bowling
Green Barbarians, claiming that
among his tour of liberal colleges, BGSU was the most disrespectful.
SPEECH,PAGE 2

Graduate
students
admit
challenges

FUN AND GAMES

Controversial
topics at hand
Speaker not afraid
to delve into war on
terror, Bush's actions

Instructors must
prove authority over
students in classes
By Cassandra Shofar
REPORTER

Colleen Redmond BGNe«

IT'S ALL IN THE ARM: Bill Oaugherty (left) and Kent Barns (right) compete in a game of cornhole
outside of the Offenhauer Towers.'Tt it wasn't for cornhole. I would have gone to my four classes
today," said Clayton Moore (not pictured).

Group tries to help senator see differently
By Addie Curtis
HtPORTER

A Toledo-based organization is
urging Senator Mike IX'Wine to
withdraw his sponsorship from a
constitutional amendment banning gay marriage.
EquaJiryTolcdo is a community
educational organization aiming
toward equality, just as VISION
does on campus.
VISION provides an opportunity for members and guests to
catch up on current events on
campus, help plan and organize
future events view films of homosexual interest, play games, participate in workshops, learn from
speakers and much more.
"If an amendment was
approved to ban homosexual
marriage, it would be the first time
in history the Constitution would

be putting limits on people," said the Constitutional amendment
Kim Welter, executive director of banning gay marriage.
FqualityToledo.
"I don't think it's too much to
According to The Associated ask politicians not to use gays and
Press, DeWine has jumped into lesbians as a tool to write discrimthe driver's seat of a Federal ination into the U.S. Constitution,
which is a document
Marriage Amendment to
exclude all gay Americans
designed to protect
from the right to form a
the rights of citizens,"
legal union.
said Welter.
For years, DeWine has
She said passage
opposed marriage for gay
of the amendment
and lesbian couples, howwould deny gay
ever now he is co-sponsorand lesbian couples
ing the amendment to ban
and their children
gay marriage altogether.
the opportunity to
MIKE DEWINE
receive the same priv"DeWine believes marSENATOR
riage is strictly between a
ileges and protections
man and a woman," said
afforded to heteroMike Dawson, communications sexual couples.
DeWine is among more than
director for DeWine
Welter seemed frustrated with 20 co-sponsors who are pushing
DeWine's decision to co-sponsor for the U.S. constitutional amend-

mem to ban same-sex marriages.
FqualityToledo attempts to
contact DeWine have been
unsuccessful, according to Welter.
Welter said they simply desire a
meeting with DeWine for him to
listen to stories from homosexual
families.
Last Tuesday Welter hand delivered a letter to DeWine's Toledo
office and held a press conference
on Wednesday, publicly uniting
DeWine to meet with them.
According to the AP article, Rob
Salem, a lawyer who is a member
of FqualityToledo, gave examples
at tlie news conference to show
how tlie amendment would discriminate against gay and lesbian
couples, including family law,
custody of children, adoption and
estate planning.
"The impact will be drastic,"

said Mr. Salem, who teaches at
the University of Toledo College
oil aw.
Welter is convinced the main
reason DeWine won't get into
contact with FqualityToledo is for
political reasons.
I XAYine is facing re-election in
2IKI6 and Welter believes he has
swung in the right on tills issue in
order to get the conservative vote.
Officials will vote on this issue
some time in June.
Equality Toledo is inviting
I JeWine to a lxibbv Day on May
17 in Columbus and asking him
to sit down witli a homosexual
family.
BquaHtylbiedo mission is to
serve .i~ an advocate and champion for fair treatment and equal
opportunity!!)! lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender citizens.

By Melissa Topey
REPORTER

Ask most anyone if they favor
environmental protection and
most will answer "yes." And
attendance at an environmental talk may be an indicator the
University supports environmental causes in principle, but will the
students and faculty donate their
time and money?
Brent Blackwelder, president of
Friends of the Earth, spoke on

campus yesterday to help cel"Look at the food choices you
ebrate Earth Week. He talked of make. There is organic food at the
the assault on rivers and
markets or go to farmers
what positive actions
markets," he said. "Half
people have done to
of the states exempt ferhelp the rivers.
tilizer from taxes. Why
"Purchases in energy,
reward someone for
transportation and food
using poison?"
Blackwelder
also
send a decisive signal to
the market, "Blackwelder
encouraged people to
said. "Put these in action
start asking questions of
candidates, even at the
at the local, state and
BRENT
federal level."
local government level,
BLACWELDER
PRESIDENT
He gave various
such as council commissioners.
examples of how people
can take charge—some
"Call them on it.
as simple as making smarter food I think that's what needs to be
selections.
done," he said.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weatlier.com

In the Ohio Basin there is legislation to meet water quality standards by lowering the standards.
Blackwelder said.
Friends of tlie lianh, which is
an environmental activist group,
has stopped over 200 bad dims
and water projects from being
built. This has at times saved
areas and lives from flooding,
along with taxpayer money and
local ecosystems.
Blackwelder explained that
dams displace the people living
in the area The dams pollute the
water, lower the oxygen content
EARTH,PAGE 6
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NOT THE MOMMY: This woman
pretended to be pregnant with sextuplets — and she's not alone in
her deceit, as a recent slew of hoaxes around the nation have shown;
CAMPUS, PAGE 11

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

Some get nervous jitters, others
just strive to maintain their confidence and engage their students,
while others take a few deep
breaths to calm any intimidation
they initially feel.
These are graduate teachers or
teaching assistants and examples
of ways they cope with anxiety
when they first dip their toes in the
water of their new teaching career.
"I think when I first started
teaching the biggest challenge I
faced was my own level of confidence and feeling as though I
was qualified to be there," said
Graduate Assistant Molly Frendo
"Though I knew I was qualified
to teach the material, being that
I had a bachelor's degree and an
extensive knowledge of the material, it was still very intimidating to
stand up in front of a room full of
students who arc not that much
younger than me."
Frendo is a second year master's student at the University and
teaching her own section of Intro
to American Culture Studied for
the second time. Although she said
her confidence level has improved
greatly over time, she still has days
where she feels uncomfortable
with presenting the material for
that day and she has to put herself
in check
"I have to remind myself that
I'm the teacher," she said.
Getting students to take her seriously isn't as much of a challenge
to Frendo She believes that students know that BGSU wouldn't
put her in front of them unless she
was qualified to be there. However,
she admits that there are always
those students that try to push the
envelope with her.
"There are always students who
like to push the boundaries to see
what they can get away with,"
Frendo said. "When comparing
notes with older instructors, they
definitely push the envelope more
with me... but the trade off, I feel,
is that I am able to develop a different kind of rapport with students."
Frendo said that tlie best way to
prove her authority over her students is to simply not try so hard
to be in control.
"That is. never let the students
see you sweat," she said. "The way
to prove your authority is to be
confident and firm."
While telling her students

PERPLEXED BY PRAYER: City
meetings in Hartville traditionally have started with a spiritual
moment, and some council members are not pleased with the situation; STATE, PAGE 12

Resistance against Earth apathy is key
Speaker shares how to
get active, get others
active with the planet
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Just put your feet up for the gyno
Knowing what's going
on under the sheet
may help calm nerves
By Nikki lardine
REPORTER

Knowing the facts alxnit gynecology and what happens during a pelvic exam could help
women feel more comfortable
during their first visit.
lilayne lacoby. nurse practitioner at the student health
center, answered questions
about gynecology during her

ate going to be." lacoby said.
Brittany McDonald, freshmatt, said having the knowledge
beforehand would be beneficial
for women going through their
Mist exam.
"Being informed
about
what they do, I think women
would feel more comfortable,"
McDonald said.
lacoby said she hoped her presentation would help women,
especially those who have never
had a pelvic exam or pap test,

lecture, "Demystifying the GYN
Exam," at the brown bag luncheon series, sponsored by the
Women's Center.
lacoby went through the sup
by-step process about what a
woman can expect during her
first pelvic exam and pap test
lacoby gave the facts, showed
all the instruments used, what
they are used for and where they
go, to the all-female audience
yesterday.
"The more information you
have and the more you understand the more comfortable you

feel mote comfortable when the
time comes.

len Cradlebaugh, freshman,
said knowing what happens
would probably help women
through their first exam.
"Itisalotmore helpful to know
about what she's doing and how
the whole procedure goes,"
Cradlebaugh said, lacoby's
knowledge and experience
with women's health seemed to
gauge the same response from
audience member- that knowing about the procedure would
make the first exam easier.
"1 am a true advocate for
women's health care. I really feel

that women need to be empowered to be able to take care of
themselves," lacoby said. "The
way to become empowered is
to have knowledge, and this is
one of the ways to obtain knowledge."
lacoby assured that only
qualified female nurse practitioners do this examination at
the Student Health Center. The
nurse practitioners are very sensitive about the fears and concerns women may have during
GYNO.PAGE 6

EYE ON THE SKY:
Antarctica will be
home to a giant
array of Neutrino
sensory devices,
forming a gigantic
new telescope;
PAGE 10

Students struggle with teaching peers
GRADUATE. FROM PAGE 1
upfront that she expects a lot
from them and that the class will
IK' working hard, I'rendo also lets
her students know that she wants
diem all to have fun as well.
"I let them know that I'm on
their side and will do anything
to help them out, but they have
to be willing to put in the work,"
I'rendo said. "We work hard but
have a good time."
When first starting out. however, Krendo was overwhelmed
by the maternal feeling she had
towards her students.
"In a strange way. 1 felt as
though they were my children
and 1 wanted to see them do
well." l-'rendo said. "I still take it
a bit personally when students
don't seem to be motivated to try
hard."
On top of taking some things
more personally that she should.
I rendo said she was also overwhelmed by students who confided in her about crises they
were going through in their own
lives.
"I wasn't prepared emotionally
for students to reveal very personal Information and it affected, and continues to affect me,
deeply," Frendo said. "In a way,
it made me feel very good about
myself as an educator that they
tnlsted me with such personal
stories, but on the other hand, it

Management Inc.

was a little hard not lo feel overwhelmed."
Reminding herself thai she is
an Instructor and not a counselor, I'rendo knew that all she could
really do was direct the students
to the appropriate services available on campus.
I lowever, subject material also
plays a part in which challenges
each graduate assistant faces. In
I rendo's case, her subject deals
with issues such as racism, sexism
or homophobia, which may bring
more students to confide in her
about their personal issues.
But in other caseSj these challenges may not IK- the same.
Confidence comes easily to
graduate teacher Brad Goscfae.
who teaches in the Romance
language Department at BGSU.
"I have never had a problem
in any of the classes that I haw
taught with students my age,
younger dian me or older than
me taking me seriously," (losche
said. "I do my best to set ,i stan
dard in the first week of classes
and go from there with it."
Gosche said that authority
doesn't need to be proven, it needs
to he obtained.
in respecting ones students,
you earn their respect." be said. I
don't prove an audioriry, I expect
that my students will respect me
as the teacher simply Ixiause I
am in front of the classroom and
that 1 haw studied the subject I
am leaching them much, much
longer than they haw."

Ciosche's challenges had to do
more with prioritizing his time
11 i.ii i preparing himself emotionally.
"My biggest challenge was balancing the time it look me to plan
for a class that I teach, with the
rest of my course work." ("iosche
said. 'Teaching a class takes a lot
of preparation and in doing that,
I found that I was letting some of
ni\ own course work slide."
Whether a graduate student's
challenge is internal or external,
there are graduate programs for
these students aimed at preparing them for these kinds of challenges.
Programs vary ... there's a
course that grad teachers take
before they teach their class."
sakl Donald McQuarie. director
ol the American Culture Studies
Program. "Some departments
devote more intention to training graduate assistants then other
departments."
McQuane said that past student dissatisfaction with how
each department prepared them
lor teaching lead to the Uniwrsity
creating programs specifically
aimed at preparing students belter.
The University has really
pushed these departments to
create these kinds of training programs in the last 10 years or so,"
McQuarie said.
McQuarie agreed that some
graduate assistants may have bigga challenges emotionally than

with the material when facing
their first class to leach. However,
he said thai the course they take
that prepares them for leaching
aims al helping them through the
internal challenges as well as the
external ones.
"The biggest job of the teaching
course is not so much to prepare
students for teaching the material Much they already know| ...
it's more to teach them how to
handle the class, how to get students active in the classroom,"
McQuarie said,
He also said it's normal to be
nervous the first few days of
teaching because no matter how
prepared a graduate student is, it's
still a tremendous adjustment.
"Thai's a tough day for even the
best trained person," he said.
McQuarie said he greatly
enjoys working with the graduate
assistants and teachers because
they're wry dedicated lo their
work and truly enjoy what they're
doing.
"All the teaching assistants I've
ewr worked with were so excited
about teaching the class and prepared way more for the class than
an older, more experienced teacher would because everything's new
to them," he said.
I lowever, McQuarie said that as
the director of his program, he has
seen some graduate students who
weren't as successful as he would
haw wanted, adding that it's all
about the attitude of the person.

[The BG News has 4 fall openings for qualified
students to work in part-time selling

Now Renting for

2006/2007
Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
www.mcccabg.com

Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job

Management Inc.
IIIIIMI.III AplS.
1083 Fairview Ave
1 & 2 bclrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
AirC'ondition/Washer/Drycrs in
2/3 bdrm./Internet special/
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.
Hein/.site
710 N. Enterprise
I & 2 bdrm apt.
Dishwashet/GarbageDisposal
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 hdrms.
Free Inlernel/Walk in Campus

J

• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Fun atmosphere

B

G

s

/

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

House For Rent

614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.
806 Scott Hamilton - 3BR, study room, 2 baths.
Has washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. $1,200.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

u

or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

/(fE^CA
Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apl/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I haih/ close lo downtown

IU.SI Department of Theatre & Film's

<*JEfcCA

Product ions for Young People

Management Inc.
215 E. Pc*
Eff. I bdrm / 2 hdrms
Starting at 1255/mo
Laundry on site
13 minute walk to campus
BGSU Bus Route

D'Souza also peppered his
speech with important bits of
history, saying the middle east
was not angry al the U.S. for the
crusades, and the rumor that
Nazi Clermany had created the
atom bomb resulted in the horrific bombings in lapan during
WWII. "Some might ask 'Isn't il
contradictory to use coercion
to start democracy?" Whenever
freedom has come lo be, it has
been forced," he said.

He want on to say that even
though some are concerned the
U.S. is "pushing democracy" on
foreign countries, democracy
has always been forced, going
back lo the Civil War and postWWII Germany.
The U.S. does not have a
model country in the middle
east that they would like to see
spread," he said. "The real question is, 'Can the alien seed of
democracy take root in a pan of
the world that has never known

232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.

• Flexible hours

Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing

Regan aide speaks
SPEECH, FROM PAGE 1

712gecQncl, #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

f 1

• Real World Experience

Nathaniel Myers BGNew

BITS OF HISTORY: Dinesh D'Souza speaks on international politics
concerning Islamic policy worldwide.

Treehouse Troupe
5*UA6

Twenty-One
4,000 Scholarships
Available NOW!
University Bookstore Undergraduate

in ffiaate

Community Engagement Scholarships
For the 2006-2007 Academic Year
Prerequisite:

Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh St.
Two story duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

Quixote!

ror complete fisting

♦ Modest Financial Need
♦
♦

April 20, 21,22 at 7&Opm
April 23 at 2:OOpm
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University 11 nil

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N.Main St
Of check webjite
www.meccobg.com

♦ Acadmic Success

Contact the llox Offiee at 419-372-2710
to piiirlniM- tickets in advance. Don't wait;
the 1/2:1 matinee performance vt ill sell out!

Commitment to Community Service
8 Hours per week of Community service
required for Spring Semester

To Apply:
http://bookstore.bgsu.edu and click on the
"Undergraduate Engagement Scholarships " link
Or call 419/372-2851 for complete details!
DEADLINE APRIL 2J, 2006

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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STUDENTS HOLD RELIGION WITH HIGH VALUE
WASHINGTON (KRT) —A majority of college students
say religion is important in their lives and they're
concerned about the country's moral direction, a
finding that could influence the way they vote in
upcoming elections, according to a Harvard University
Institute of Politics poll that was released Tuesday.

CAMPUS

Learning assessment
Student panel
evaluates programs at
University; successes

ture," Stypa said.
Panelist Nicole Messmore,
junior, agreed that all the information is integrated together.
She said her political science
class overlaps in almost all her
other classes and by seeing how
her classes can overlap, she can
assess how much she is learning.
Another way she can see she is
learning is bcing able to apply her
knowledge to real life situations
and questions.
As a graduate student, Deanna
Vadcn Woodhouse also applies
what she's learned in real life with
her students.
She learns by "seeing all those
theories that I read and write
about and bringing them to life
with my students,'' Woodhouse
said.

By Brian Pauline

REPORTfI
Dan Stypa feels a success of
lhe University is that he learns
through integrating his course
material. I le and other panelists
shared their thoughts on this
and other achievements of the
University during a panel discussion yesterday.
Trie panel of 11 was made up
of students, faculty, graduate students and former students. Some
members of the Board of Regents
were in the audience along with
Sidney Hibeau and other members of the faculty.
As a faculty mcmThe panel discussion started with a "A lot oftimeS oer' l°nn larver,
.
.:_..... ..:J
u..
c
associate
professor
ten-minute
video_f
of
students
of geology and the
successful students
and projects they fall into the director of the Office
Undergraduate
are working on. The
trap of just of
Research, assesses
video chronicled the
success of University
wanting to his growth by feedhack from his stustudents and what
get a good dents,
lie docs this
programs they wen
through mentorship
in to help them be
grade."
and
friendship
with
successful.
ASIA JOHNSON,
his students. When
When asked how
SENIOR
larver got invited to
an individual assess
a student's wedding
their own learning,
and had a fun time,
panel member Asia
Johnson, senior, said it is by how and knew he made an impact on
much information you retain.
that student's life.
"Student's may hate you when
"A lot of times students fall into
the trap of just wanting to get they're taking that course, but
a good grade. You may cram a they do come back and tell you
lot of times to get the 'A' hut you that was the most meaningful
don't remember anything you course," l-'arversaid.
What is key, according to
just read," Johnson said.
Panelist Dan Stypa, sopho- I'arver, is maintaining high stanmore, said it comes down to all dards with your students because
of the things he's learned coming when you lower standards for stutogether, how information over- dent v you are selling them out.
Joe Phillips, junior, did not
laps in classes and how he retains
find it interesting listening to the
what he has learned.
"Like in your freshman year panel discussion.
"I really didn't learn anything.
when you're taking all those general education requirements and It was interesting listening to
then how all those come together what people were sayingthough,"
and are part of the bigger pic- Phillips said.

ASIA JOHNSON
SENIOR

e^^L^^.^r

^^^^^^

Hang in there...
The weekend is almost here!!!

The Social Contexts ot
Adolescence
The Center tot Family &
Demographic Research presents a
conference, "The Social Contexts
of Adolescence." Guest speakers
are: Jacquelynn Eccles. McKeachie
collegiate professor of psychology.
University ot Michigan: Ronald
Simons, distinguished research
professor, University of Georgia;
Robert Crosnoe, associate professor ol sociology, University of Texas
at Austin; and Peggy Giordano,
distinguished research professor
of sociology, BGSU. No registration fee
206 Union

JESSICA COATS
FRESHMAN

JOHN FARVER
ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR

9-11 a.m.
Football Ticket Sales
Athletics will be selling tickets
for the Sept 2 BGSU-Wisconsin
Football Game
Union Lobby

DONNA
NELSON-BEENE
DIRECTOR

9-11 a.m.; 3 - 6 p.m.
"Race Matters'' Petition
Sponsored by Ethnic Studies
Union Lobby

ZACH HILPERT
GSS PRESIDENT

NICOLE
MESSMORE
JUNIOR

April Mth Hirwjh April llth

7/tt 'ft'" /'«</ nf'ilihi'/ Wffh Hiillto,,! llnir /„//,..
Tftit an ifmr full iimi/i //' MS THANKS!
YOU ARE THE BEST

Cononitulations to
the 2006 Creek Cod
and Goddess:
Nick RaineyPrt Beta Sigma
Erin Kirk-

On behalf of the sisters tf
Delta Zeta, thank your
to all of the diapteis who
participated in the event.

J24.95

Brighton your Secretory • Assttanti deft, wilh It, i peitel imped
wood organizer We've even tucked a 'rein arrangement into it to
ma«e it jutt a bit more special'

THANKS FOR ALL YOU DO

S16.9S

Thli bowl of live ponyV II accented with a mini paitel water,
and it lure to add a mute to your allitanti day

YOU'RE AN AWARD WINNER

$6.95

K'.'-it,.; Mttti o
This fun deny bud
added a -p-tcial tlit«-tr *hat My. it all

THE FLOWER
BASKET
165 S. MAIN STREET
Dotfatowfl Bowling Green
419-852 6595

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Book Scholarship Raffle
Sponsored by Men's Chorus
Union Lobby
10 a.m.
BGeXperience Introduction.
Campus Wide
BGeXperience Introduction is
mandatory for all new freshman.
Sessions begin on Friday. August
18.2006 at 10 a.m. and conclude
on Sunday. August 20 at 5:30 p.m.
Please refer to the BGeXperience
Web site at http://www.bgsu.
edu/bgexperience or check your
MyBGSU account tor specific
times and location meetings
For more intormation contact:
BGeXperience. 419-372-7247
Departmenl ot Theatre
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Beyond BG Info Table
Sponsored by Student Alumni
Connection
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Pizza Hut Fundraiser
Sponsored by College Republicans

Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Ticket and T-shirt Sales
Sponsored by African People's
Assoc.
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Race Against AIDS Info Table
Sponsored by Kenya 5K Benefit
Run
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
2006 BGSU Rock. Paper. Scissors
Championship
Sponsored by Creed on Campus
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Raffle of Omar Jacobs'
Autographed Football
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Believe in BG Senior Gift
Campaign Info Table
Sponsored by the Alumni Assoc.
Union Lobby
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Secretaries/Assistants Week
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E-mail theiH'vvs@bgnews.com at
least four days in advance. Events taken primarily from htt|v.//e\vnls.bgsixeduy

8:30 a.m.-3:15 p.m.
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Thank
you)
St. Thomas More University Parish
Catholic Newman Club thanks all
of the sponsors lor Spring Break
2006! Without your geneious
support. BG students would not
have had the opportunity to give
a week of service in Naugatuck,
West Virginia. Thank you!
AA Green Realty
Diane Crowe
Annette Dewar
Anne Donald
Pat & Nancy Fitzgerald
Ksthy Frederick
Elaine & Robert Goodwin
Chris Haar
Thomas & Wendy Headley
Steve Langendorfer
Marsh & Marsh Attorneys
Joe & Tma Martini
Leo& Joann Navin
Gary Nelson
Scott A Diane Regan
Larry & Mary Ellen Ryan
Jim & Mary Sergent
Sisters of St. Francis, of Tiffin. OH
Kathy Wojchiechowski
St. Tom's Community
BGSU Community
BG Community

Visit Si Tom'i Online!
wwivsttomjcom

Gamma Sigma Alpha - National Greek Academic
Honor Society

&

Office of Residence Life/Greek Affairs
congratulates the following 30 Spring 2006
inductees representing the top 3% of BGSU
Greeks academically
MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS
Junior or Senior Status
3.50 cumulative GPA or achieve a 3.50 semesterly GPA
Ashley Box
Aliya Beavers (graduate initiate)
Colleen Burke
Kelly Clarson
Brandy Churney
Matthew DeStephen
Nicole Drum
Steven Dutton
Kathleen Fish
Elizabeth Fraley
Emily Garrett
Aimee Golub
Ashley Harper
Katherine Hartman
Maegan Horinek
Daniel Konopinski
Kenneth Kozlosky
Joseph Litzinger
Vanessa Malone
Katie Mathies
Amber Nelson
Kyle Pechak
Alana Price
Lindsay Roadruck
Meredith Sayre
Douglas Slovak
Rebecca Sponseller
Jennifer Steelman
Kevin Thompson (graduate initiate)
Erin Wells

Chi Omega
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Chi Omega
Alpha Phi
Delta Gamma
Delta Chi
Delta Gamma
Alpha Sigma Phi
Sigma Kappa
Pi Beta Phi
Chi Omega
Alpha Phi
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Phi Omega
Delta Gamma
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Phi Omega
Kappa Alpha Order
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Chi Omega
Alpha Omicron Pi
Phi Kappa Tau
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Omicron Pi
Delta Chi
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Chi Omega
Cleo Literary Society
Delta Gamma

■ ■■

BGSU Residence Lite ■ Greek Affairs Mission
Building the premiere Fraternity and Sorority Community m North Amenca
utilizing continuous improvement that provides the following:
1. A quality undergraduate residential experience tor the housed
fraternities & sororities
2. A complete quality undergraduate Iraternity and sorority experience that builds
community among all Greeks and that emphasizes our founding principles ot.
Scholarship Service Leadership Brotherhood'Sisterhood
3. A commitment to furthering the Greek Advising profession
through a quality graduate preparatory experience research,
conference attendance & presentation and national leadership

Greek
su
Office of Residence Life
www.GreekBGSU.com
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OPINION

"We... served under a secretary of defense
who didn't understand leadership, who
was abusive, who was arrogant, and who
didn't build a strong team."
Maj.Gen. |ohn Halistccalling for Donald Rumsfelds resignation

UNIVERSITY OK CAUI'OKXIA LOS ANGELES I I UK DAILY IJIU'IX

LGBT history to be in textbooks
Where did you first learn about
the Civil Rights Movement or
Native Americans? The answer
lor many of us is similar. We
learned history in schools and
from our textbooks.
History could soon become
more complete, pending a
decision by the California
State Senate.
A bill sponsored by Sen. Sheila
Kuehl. D-Santa Monica, would
require publishers to include
gay and lesbian history in public
school textbooks.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think LGBT history should
be included in textbooks? Send
an e-mail to thenews@bgnews.
com and tell us what you think,
or post leeback on our Web site.

The bill would be an addition
to the current state law, which
requires that "men, women, black
Americans, American Indians,
Mexicans, Asians, Pacific Island

people and other ethnic groups"
be included in textbook descriptions of "the economic, political and social development of
California and the United States,
with particular emphasis on portraying the role of these groups in
contemporary society."
Though it's always preferred for
social change to be initiated by the
people, rather dian mandated by
the state, curriculum guidelines
already exist and efforts to make
them more inclusive shouldn't be
pushed to the wayside.

Participation grades dorft help
CEZARY
P0DKUL
l'-\\'iiv Columnist
Ihnly l\ywi>)i\\muin
I 'mwrsity ofPnms)lhwtit>
Raise your hand in a classroom
with 70 students and chances
are you won't get called on.
Rewarding students a percentage of dieir grade for class
participation is a great way to
encourage lively class discussion. But many professors fail to
realize then? is a hard limit to the
effectiveness of class participation grades: In lecture classes ol
50-70 students, large class participation requirements are both
unfair and detrimental to quality
class discussion.
Despite their differences in
size, there is a bias which exists
in both seminar and lecture settings when it comes to class discussions: Professors tend to call
on the same person.
lust ask Ray Win, a senior who
spent several semesters as a

iparhinc
si mill v reeunntalimis
nreviregurgitations of previteaching Mdntanl
assistant for
for aa larpc
large \eclee simply
lure course. Every time a student ous comments, followed by
raised her hand, he would marie some kind of tangent.
Having a TA count the numit on the class participaUon sheet
and award points for die quality ber of times people speak up
In class results in a preference
of the comment made.
"'Ihere is that tendency for for quantity over quality. Even
professors to call on the same when people are rated on the
people, but it is not done pur- quality of the comments, it is
posefully. The professor sees exceedingly easy to game the
dieir hand go up while everyone system: If a quality comment
else is silent, and it just happens," counts for two points while
an average comment counts
said Win.
When, on a good day, 20 out for one point, just keep raising
of the 70 people get called on in your hand to say gibberish, and
class, it's unfair for die professor you'll end up on top.
Clearly, class-participation
to let the guy in the front of the
schemes arc not scalable to a
room talk three or four times.
The sheer si/e of class par- large classroom. They work well
ticipation requirements makes in foreign-language classes and
it worse. When it's a mere 5 per- small seminars where it is easy
cent, it's no big deal; but when it for the professor to keep track
counts for 25-30 percent of the of faces, names and comments
grade in a lecture hall filled with made, but there is a limit. So perambitious minds, it encourages haps it is best to keep class para rat race more than an intellec- ticipation requirements small
tual class discussion.
when applied to large lectures.
And if you agree, then raise
Raise your hand and say
something — anything — just your hand — you might get
to get your points in for the day. some quality participation
That's when you get profound points for bringing this topic up
classroom comments diat are for class discussion.

Exam week not all about studies
TAYLOR
C0PELAND
Opinion Columnist
Benjamin franklin once
said, "In this world, nothing is certain but deadi
and taxes." But he forgot another
Inevitable fiarl of life for college
students: finals.
They are right around the comer
and that means some students arc
in serious trouble.
Don't panic yet. There's still
some hope for diose who haven't
opened a textbook all semester.
If you spend a few hours the
night before an exam cramming,
you should be able to retain
some important information
— if you're lucky.
Who am 1 kidding? If you haven't
kept up with die main concepts
covered in your notes, all the
studying in die world isn't enough
to save you.
Snidying for finals is about as
exciting as getting a root canal. In
many cases, cram sessions can
prove to be as poindess as Braille
on drive up ATMs.
I mean, you can't learn the complete works of Shakespeare in one
night. So you're better off putting
your time to better use
I understand studying is an
important part of finals week.
Why else would residence halls
adopt 24 hour quiet hours? I also

know there comes a point where
your brain just can't take anymore.
Odds are, if you didn't learn it in
hour seven of studying, there's
no way you'll suddenly get it during hour 23. Everyone needs to
set aside some time to relax and,
trust me, when it comes to finals,
you'll be amazed at all the possible ways you can come up with
to avoid studying.
lust in case you find yourself at a
loss for ideas on how to not study,
I'll offer some suggestions.
You can take part in the Ben and
Jenys one-gallon challenge. This us
where you consume eight different
flavored pints of Ben and Jerry's
ice cream by the time you finish
your last exam. If you complete
the challenge, walk down to the
Marble Slab Creamer/ and reward
yourself with another cone.
If dial doesn't interest you, try
celebrating summer birthdays
early. Throw surprise parties for
all your friends whose birthdays
you'll miss over summer break.
Other ways to keep from studying include teaching yourself stupid tricks. They may be ridiculous,
but boy are they impressive. Who
wouldn't want to leam how to do a
back flip or burp the entire alphabet backwards?
Of course, there's always Web
sites such as lacebook.com and
Myspace.com to distract you from
your studies. When you're done
updating your profile to include
your newest friends, be sure to
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write a blog about it, even if you
did just write one an hour ago
If you make it through all those
ideas you can always avoid studying by brushing up on your pig
latin. O nay Iudying say Or fay E
may, Hanks tay.
But on a more serious note,
finals week is the opportune time
to pack for home, de-loft your
bed and give back any silverware
that you may have accidentally
acquired from Dining Services.
Your last week at the University
should be a time to reflect on how
you've changed over die year and
reminisce with others about the
great times you've shared. You
shouldn't be stressed out about
another test you have to take.
So take it from the giri who
took an eight hour final her first
semester of college — you won't
remember what questions are on
your exam. What you'll remember
are the deep conversations you've
had with the people across the
hall. When you look back on this
year it won't be the hours of snidying for your chemistry final you
recall, but rather the hours spent
laughing with friends
Enjoy your finals week and don't
spend it all studying Exams may
be inevitable now, but they will
soon be over and it will be the
beginning of a brand new academic year.

The LGBT community has been
a prominent part of recent history, and many have gone as far
as comparing the magnitude of
the gay rights movement to that
of the Civil Rights Movement.
Textbook publishers say they'll
make books inclusive of LGBT
history for California, which represents 12 percent of the national
textbook market. But they'll also
continue to make textbooks that
don't include it for states that
choose to deliberately exclude it.
We can't erase agroupandtheir
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What's your plan for
studying for finals?

M
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\J^^ Opinion Columnist

JULIE HACK
JUNIOR, ENGLISH &
HISTORY

"I only have one final,
so I'm not."

MIKE PLENSLER
SENIOR, ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE

"What finals?"

MEGAN GAJEWSKI
SENIOR, GRAPHIC
DESIGN

"There's no studying
involved."

LEWIS SMITH
SENIOR, HISTORY
"Upside down, by
osmosis.

Send comments to Taylor at
ldcopeli"bgsu.edu.
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relevance to our society from his- need for a more honest portrayal
tory. This omission gives legiti- of American history.
On the other hand, the
macy to stereotypes and marginAcademy
of
alizes a group still struggling to American
Pediatrics policy states that
gain rights in society.
Opponents of the bill are environments critical of gay
scared there's more to this bill people interfere with the develthan teaching history. They're opment of gay youth.
[■or parents who arc worried
worried their children will be
indoctrinated to become propo- homosexuality will become
nents of gay rights as a result of "mainstream," we are more worsuch curriculum changes. They ried about how their kids will
contend the bill us the result of treat kids who arc different from
die LGBT community pushing them once they leave the arms of
their agenda, rather than the their parents.

it. I lolbnxik asserts there will be
an increasing number of retired
generals speaking out against
Rumsfeld. Then he goes on to
remark "If more angry generals
emerge—and they will—if some
of them are on active duty, as
seems probable.. .then this storm
will continue until it consumes
IDonald Humsfeldl."
Holbrook suggests there may
be a "revolt" of several generals
against the Secretary of Defense
in what he calls "the most serious
public confrontation between die
military and the administration
since...Harry Truman fired Gen.
Douglas MacArthur."
Holbrook's musings show the
scope of politics extends to all corners of the social spectrum, even
into the military, which purportedly is unbiased.
While I lolbrook's article could
be dismissed as hearsay, the possible validity just makes too much
sense to dismiss as conspiratorial.
After all, die constant stream
of attacks against the Bush
Administration has been at a fever
pitch for months and it seems
too convenient diat all of the sudden high ranking military officials
want to join die charge.
Upcoming "revolts" described
by I lolbrook would implicate "socalled patriots" in a dear violation
of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice. According to Article 94—
The Mutiny and sedition Text,
"Any person...who, with intent to
cause the overthrow or destruction of lawful civil authority, creates, in concert with any other
person, revolt, violence, or other
disturbance against that authority
is guilty of sedition."
I lopefully, the appropriate
action will be taken.
Yet, there's even more at stake
here. If we cannot trust officers
in our military, then who can
we trust?
This is a dangerous time for
our country, which sees radical
fascists wanting to kill Americans
The obfuscation of facts by those
who purport to protect us will
only lead to further bloodshed
and confusion here at home.
Worse still, everyday Americans
are not being told this type of
activity is occurring. If Americans
want this to stop, we must avoid
blindly accepting this duplicity
as substantive. If we do not, then
the analogy of "The Godfather"
may hold true for us We may
simply become puppets on a
string, too blind to understand
we are being subverted.
Is that what we want?

In "The Godfather," Don
Vito Corleone tells his son
he wants him to be the
person "pulling the strings,"
controlling the masses like
puppets, too blind to realize
they're being subverted.
In light of recent events it seems
as though the military is engaging
in this puppetry, obfuscating fact
in favor of playing politics.
A few days ago. former
Clinton CENTCOM (United
States Genual Commandl commander Anthony Zinni criticized
Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld's handling of the Iraq
War, decrying "We grow up in
a culture where accountability,
learning to accept responsibility,
admitting mistakes and learning from them was critical to us
Poor military judgment has been
used throughout this mission."
Zinni further elucidated "What
hut lined me...|was ih.it 1 was
hearing a depiction of the intelligence that didn't fit what 1 knew.
Ihere was no solid proof, that I
ever saw, that Saddam had WMD."
Zinni's statement is merely
one of numerous anti-Rumsfeld
tirades that have come to light
from ex-generals the past week.
What's so interesting about
Zinni's remarks is that in early
2000, he told Congress "Iraq
remains the most significant
near-term threat to U.S. interests
in the Arabian Gulf region,'' adding "Iraq probably is continuing clandestine nuclear research,
|and| retains stocks of chemical
and biological munitions...Even
if Baghdad reversed its course
and surrendered all WMD capabilities it retains scientific, technical, and industrial infrastructure
to replace agents and munitions
within weeks or months."
Why would an ex-general,
who pledged to be honorable,
contradict his own statements
knowing his current assertions
are mere folly?
The most probable reason
would be that, in their intense
disdain towards Rumsfeld, a
small group of individuals arc
plotting an all out assault, engaging in false rhetoric to further
their absurd claims
Think I'm crazy?Think again.
In Sunday's Washington Post,
Richard Holbrook, a former
Clinton ambassador to the U.N.
and a very well-connected individual, published an article titled
.Send comments to Dan at
"Behind die Military Revolt." In dlipian@bgsu.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are tanger pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be pblished online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnewscom
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Column."0nry
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News
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MERCK'S VIOXX PROVES COSTLY FOR COMPANY
RIO GRANDE CITY, Texas (AP) — state judge yesterday
refused a plaintiff's motion to lift a Texas cap on jury
awards for punitive damages in a law-suit over Merck &
Co.'s once-popular painkiller Vioxx. State District Judge
Alex Gabert ruled in the lawsuit brought by a family of
a retired 71-year-old man seeking $1 billion.
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Trade deficits keep growing
ByJeannmc Aversa
IK!

I Scott Applewhite AP Photo

OVAL OFFICE: Bush names his top economic adviser, Ben Bernanke,
right, to become the new chairman of the Federal Reserve Board.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Federal
ReservcChairman Ben Bernanke
is warning anew of the potential
risks to the economy posed by
persistent and large trade and
budget deficits.
Bernanke's comments came
in a written response to questions on these matters by Rep.
Brad Sherman, D-Calif.
The United States racked up
a $723.6 billion trade deficit last
year, the fourth in a row where
the annual shortfall set a record.
"Although U.S. trade deficits cannot continue to widen
forever, these deficits need not
engender a precipitous decline
in the dollar, nor should such a
decline, were it to occur, necessarily disrupt financial markets,
production or employment,"
Bernanke wrote in a letter
released Wednesday.
"However, the possibility of a
future disruptive correction of
the U.S. trade deficit cannot be
ruled out," he said. The letter was

dated Tuesday.
Bernanke has urged policymakers to take steps to trim both
the trade deficit and the budget
deficit, which reached S319 billion last year.
This year, the White House is
projecting the deficit will swell
to $423 billion, which would set
a record in dollar terms.
"I believe that reducing the
federal deficit is very important
especially in the light of the need
to prepare for the retirement
of the baby boom generation,"
Bernanke wrote.
"I urge Congress to proceed on that effort in a timely
manner and to pay particular
attention to how its decisions
on spending and tax programs
will affect the U.S. economy
over the long run."

Violence in Iraq will
end slowly, says Rice
By Tara Burgfiart
THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS

CHICAGO — F.ven assuming
Iraq forms a national government, there will be no sudden
stop to violence such as the V-E
Day that formally marked the
end of World War II in Europe,
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice said yesterday.
Speaking to the Chicago
Council on Foreign Relations,
Rice said peace would come
gradually to Iraq, which the
United States invaded more
than three years ago. Efforts
by Iraqi leaders to form a
national unity government
have been stalled.
"Americans must be prepared for violence to continue
in Iraq, even after a government

is formed. There will be no Iraqi
equivalent of V-E Day or V-|
Day," Rice said, referring to the
days of Victory in Europe anil
Victory in lapan in 1945.
"Rather, peace will be secured
as more and more Iraqis 11
nize that the democratic pro
cess is open to them and thai
politics, not violence, is the best
way to achieve their Intel •'
and redress their grievances,"
she said. "This is how denim
racy will conquer terrorism, bin
it will do so gradually."
Under U.S. pressure. Iraqi
leaders said they would con
vene parliament today in hope
of jump-starting the formation
of a new unity government
IRAQ. PAGf 9
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Tuesday- April 21«
Friday- April 23rd

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Presented by UAO
http://www.bgsn.edu/offices/uao or call (419) 372-2486
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No Worries. No Hassle.
Wtarkrop I Summit Terrace

Property A

Property 1

High Speed Internet

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Heot

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Hot Water

Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Not Included Rent

Private Shuttle

Yes

No

No

Pools

Yes

No

No

Apo Fee

No

Yes

Yes

Extra Storoge

Yes

No

No

Flexible Uast

Yes

No

No

$200 (min)

1 Month

1 Month

Security Deposit

Wintiirop & Summit Terrace m.
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apfs • Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd
M - F 9:00 - 5:00 & Sat 10:00 - 2:00 Sunday Hours: 1 2-3
419.352.9135.
wwwwinthroplerrace.com • email us: winthrop@getctenicri.com

Cruisin' for a Cause

Come visit the Sales & Marketing Club
outside the Eppler Complex
Thursday, April 20.
Enter for a chance
to win the Raffle.
All sorts of
prizes offered.
The Sales and Marketing Club would like
10 thank our sponsors:
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Health center can help
make exam visit relaxing
GYN0.FROMPAGE2

practitioners seems to be very their first exams. While it used
helpful which makes going to to be once a year from the time
an exam, whether or not it is the Health Center easier.
women rum 18 or after the first
the first time they have had the
"There's so much that they sexual intercourse, it is now recexam.
do- anything that you need, ommended to go three years
Being honest about medical they're there," McDonald said.
after first intercourse or at the
history, sexual history and family
As a registered ageof21.
history is important for
While tliis is only the recom,
nurse, with certitlie nurse practitioners I Hey re tnore fjcation in adult mendation, women should know
to know and lacoby
personal
health, lacoby it's perfectly OK to go anytime
emphasizes that they
has over 20 years before that.
and you
do not pass any kind
of experience as
The importance of having a
of judgment about any
a nurse practitio- yearly exam, especially for sexucan
relate
questions or answers
ner, but reminds ally active women, is to monitor
to them
you have.
the audience she any changes that may occur with
Cradlebaugh has better than a goes through the sexually transmitted infections
used student health
same experience, or even just vaginal infections.
doctor."
services and said the
Sexually transmitted disease such
being a woman.
nurse practitioners 1EN CRADLEBAUGH,
"Remember, as the high-risk HIV can cause
have made her feel
I'm on the table abnormal cells on the cervix and
FRESHMAN
more comfortable then
myself every year, should be monitored or treated.
doctor's.
so I know what it
The exam isn't necessarily
" I hey re more personal and feels like," lacoby said.
focused on reproductive health,
you can relate to them better
Aside from explaining the as lacoby said the)' check the
then a doctor," Cradlebaugh details of the exams, lacoby skin, ears, thyroid, lungs glands
said.
gave the new recommendation and other body parts, to make
McDonald's said the nurse for when women should get sure nothing seems abnormal.

Solutions for planet
found everywhere
EARTH, FROM PAGE 1

and release major greenhouse
gases due to vegetation jamming
up and decaying
"I saw a engineering threat with
all the damming and dredging and
that moved me to start American
Rivers to conserve these beautiful riven. Today 33 states have
Scenic Rivers programs in place,"
Blackwelder said.
Sylvia Undinger-Steniart, grad
student, was at the talk because
she "has a heart for environmental
issues."
She is also an international student from Austria and said attitudes toward the environment in
her home country arc different
theninthelJ.S.
"Austria really take care of the
environment with a lot of programs to promote the environment such as alternate energy
programs," she said.
The difference between Austria
and the United States was evident
in attitudes during talks for the

Kyoto Protocol.

,

The Kyoto Protocol was a agreement between industrialized
nations to try to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
"I was disappointed the U.S. did
not sign the Kyoto Agreement,"
Lindinger-Stemart said.
lJndinger-Sternart said the
U.S. government should support
environmental programs such as
the wind energy program here in
Bowling Green.
"Students are wanting to take
advantage of wind power but do
not have enough money," she
said. "I would like to see assistance
to afford it"
She explained that in Austria
if people take advantage of an
alternative energy, such as solar
or wind power, they get an incentive from the government to help
onset the cost
lanet Richards, an University
alumni with a degree in environmental studies, feels Bowling
Green prepared her very well for
her jobs.
"I transferred in from Ohio State
University, at that time they did
not have a program I wanted.
BGSU had a program already
established concerning environmental studies," Richards said. "I
come back to take advantage of
the lecture series. Bowling Green is
progressive and proactive."
At the talk Blackwelder also
stated his vision of the future of
environmentalism in the US.
"I have four major visions for
dean water in the U.S. One is
a clean energy future. Iwo is a
clean green chemistry future that
takes us away from chemicals,"
he said. "The third is the undoing
of the wrongs of the Army Corps
of Engineers. Hour is a new vision
for agriculture."
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Community mourns
death of student

A University junior and
President of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity died yesterday morning alter suffering
critical injuries in a car crash
in the early morning hours of
Sunday.
Tom Hayn, 21, was being
treated at MetroHealth
Medical Center in Cleveland.
"He was the go-to guy,
the
guy
you could
always
count on for
anything,"
said Kevin
S( limit, vice
president
of external
affairs for
TOM HAYN
Lambda
JUNIOR
Chi Alpha.
"The whole
Greek community has come
together to support our fraternity and Tom's family and
friends during this tragedy."
Hayn was returning to his
home in Parma, Ohio, just
aiter 1:30a.m. Sunday when a
black 2000 Oldsmobile Alero,
traveling "at a high rate of
speed" according to Parma
Heights police, ran a red light
and struck Hayn's 1994 Olds

Cutlass,
The collision struck Hayn's
Cutlass on the passenger side,
spinning it out of control and
into a traffic light pole.
The Alero's driver admitted to drinking alcoholic
beverages before driving,
but charges are still pending
until police wail for blood test
results.

Don't want to carry all
that stuff home?
Always Accepting
Donations!

Great Values and
Great Prices
Bowling Green Retail Store
1058 N. Main St.
Open 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Noon - 5:00 p.m. Sunday
Goodwill Industries of Northwest Ohio, Inc.
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Expensive gas here to stay
By Brad Foss
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Pablo Martinez Monsinii AP Photo

PARENTS OF THE MURDERER: Dave Clark, left, and his wife Terry
Clark, of Tucson, Ariz., stand outside the Supreme Court in Washington.

Slain cop confused
for extraterrestrial
By Gina Holland
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — Supreme
Court justices rarely talk about
Martians.
But on Wednesday, extraterrestrials were at the heart of a
case brought by a schizophrenic
teenager who says he killed an
Arizona police officer because bethought the lawman was a space
alien.
Until now, the high court has
avoided challenges to insanity defense laws, even as states
around the country toughened their laws following Mm
Hinckley's acquittal by reason of
insanity in the 1981 shooting of
President Reagan.
It was a surprise when justices
agreed to review Eric Michael
Clark's case, and they seemed
uninterested Wednesday in
broadly addressing the constitutional rights of psychotic criminal
defendants whose lawyers want
them sentenced to psychiatric

facilities instead of prisons.
Court members, however, did
repeatedly refer to the unusual
facts of Clark's case, signaling that they are likely to rule
very narrowly. He was a popular football star until he became
convinced that aliens had taken
over his town, Flagstaff. Arjz., as a
"platinum city" and that his own
parents were aliens.
lustices David II. Sourer and
Stephen Brcycr both mentioned
Martians,
lustices John Paul Stevens
questioned whether someone
who thought he was on a mission
to kill space aliens could receive
the death penalty for killinga person Instead
When Arizona lawyer Randall
Howe said that the slain officer
was wearing a uniform and driving a police cruiser, lustice Ruth
Badet (iinsburg said that Clark's
lawyer "wants to introduce (eviINSANITV. PAGE 9
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Butterflies taste
with their feet.
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And the chief financial officer of Wal-Mart Stores Inc., the
world's largest retailer, warned
yesterday that the company's
lower income customers were
likely to curtail discretionary
spending this year because of
higher fuel costs.
Nymex gasoline futures rose
1.55 cent to settle at $2.2394 per
gallon on Wednesday and they
are more than 40 percent higher
than a year ago.
The average retail price of gasoiine nationwide is $2.80 a gallon, though stations are charging more than S3 a gallon in
many parts of the country.
The biggest factor underpinning higher gasoline prices is
the roughly 38 percent rise in
crude oil costs over the past
year. On an inflation-adjusted
basis, oil prices would have to
rise above $90 to exceed the alltime highs set a quarter century
ago when supplies became tight
in the aftermath of a revolution
in Iran and a war between Iraq
and Iran.

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer a Fall 2006
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Applications are available in 210 or 204
West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 17.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.

1468 Brookwood
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5/8/06-5/7/07
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WASHINGTON — Oil prices
leapt above S72 a barrel yesterday, settling at a record high
for the third straight day. after
a government report showed
shrinking U.S. gasoline supplies
and traders fretted about nuclear tensions between Iran and
the international community.
Supply constraints in Iraq,
Nigeria and the Gulf of Mexico
are also pushing oil prices higher, and analysts arc predicting
more pain at the pump this
summer for motorists, who so
far appear to be only lightly tapping the brakes on demand.
Light sweet crude for May
del iverycl i mbed ash ighasS72.40
a barrel, before settling at S72.17
on the New York Mercantile
Kxchange, an increase of 82
cents from the previous day. The
contract had risen as high as
S71.60 on Tuesday.
Oil futures contracts through
July 2009 are now trading above
$70 a barrel. "In effect, the market is saying this is going to be

with us for a while," said A.(, pect of tight supplies of ethanol,
Kdwards & Sons commodity which is needed in increasing
analyst Bill O'Grady.
amounts as refiners phase out
In its weekly report, the U.S. their use of methyl tertiary butyl
Energy Department said the ether, or MTBI-. which has been
nation's supply of gasoline- found to contaminate drinking
shrank by a larger-than-expect- water.
ed 5.4 million barrels
Oil analyst John
last week to 202.5
Kilduff of Flmal
millionbarrels.ltwas In effect, the USA in New York
the seventh straight
market is
said there would lxweekly decline, leava "painful runup"
ing inventories 4.6 saying MIS IS in gasoline prices as
percent below year
going tO be
summer approachago levels.
es, and he said oil
Gasoline Inven- with us for a prices could rise as
tories
typically
high as S80 a barrel
while."
decrease this time of
by the end of June.
year as refiners shut
Purchased today,
BILL O'GRADY, A.G
down their plants
crude for June costs
EDWARDS & SONS
to perform mainteS74 a barrel.
nance ahead of the
However, in a
summer driving season. And sign that consumers may be
oil traders typically point to the responding to higher prices, the
decreases .is reason for concern Energy Department report also
about summertime supplies, i showed that average daily gasoroutine that, more often than line demand since the start of
not. sends futures prices higher. the year is up (1.9 percent, coin
That mid, there is additional pared with an increase of 1.4
worry about summer gasoline- percent during the same period
supplies because of the pros- in 2005.

Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com
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Solutions for planet
found everywhere

Health center can help
make exam visit relaxing
practitioners seems to he very
helpful which makes going to
an I'xarn, whether or not it is the I lealth Center easier.
the first time they have had the
"There's so much that they
exam.
do- anything that you need.
Being honest about medical they're there." McDonald said.
history, sexual history and family
As a rcgisteivd
history Is Important for
nurse, with certithe nurse practitioners
1 lie)'re WOW fjcation in adult
in know and lacoby
health.
lacoby
personal
emphasizes that they
has over 20 years
and you
do not pass any kind
of experience as
of judgment about any
can relate a nurse practitioquestions or answers
ner, but reminds
to them
the audience she
\ini have.
Cradlebaugh
has better than a goes through the
used student health
same experience,
doctor."
services and said the
being a woman.
nurse practitioners
"Remember.
JEN CRADLEBAUGH.
have made her feel
I'm on the table
FRESHMAN
more comfortable then
myselt even, year.
dot tor's.
so I know what it
"they're more personal and leels like, "lacoby said.
you can relate to them better
Aside from explaining the
tlit'ii a doctor," Cradlebaugh details of the exams, lacoby
said
gave die new recommendation
McDonald's said the nurse for when women should get
GYNO. FROM PAGE 2

their first exams. While it used
to be once a year from the time
women turn lit or alter the first
sexual intercourse, it is now recommended to go three years
after first Intercourse or at the
age of 21.
While this is only the recommendation, women should know
it's perfectly OK to go anytime
Ix'fore that.
The importance of having a
yearly exam, especially for sexually active women, is to monitor
anv changes thai unit occui with
sexually transmitted infections
or even just vaginal infections.
Sexually transmitted disease such
as the high-risk IIIV can cause
abnormal cells on the cervix and
should be monitored or Heated
The exam isn't necessarily
focused on reproductive health.
as lacoby said they check the
skin, cars thyroid, lungs, glands
anil other body |«irts. to make
sun' nothing seems abnormal.

EARTH, FROM PAGE 1

and release major greenhouse
gases due to vegetation jamming
up and decaying.
I SOW a engineering threat with
all die damming and dredging and
that moved me to start American
Hivers to conserve these beautiful rivers. Today 33 states have
Scenic Rivers programs in place,*
Hlackwelder said.
Sylvia lindinger-Stcniart, grad
Student was at the talk because
she "has a heart for environmental
issues."
Site is also an international student from Austria and said attitudes toward the environment in
her home country are different
then in the U.S.
"Austria really take can' ol the
environment with a lot of programs to promote the environment such as alternate energy
programs,' she said.
Hie difference lietwcen Austria
and the United States was evident
in attitudes during talks for the

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
THE BG NEWS

Kyoto Protocol.
The Kyoto Protocol was a agreement between industrialized
nations to try to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
"I was disappointed die U.S. did
not sign the Kyoto Agreement,"
I indingcr-Stemart said.
lindinger-Sternart said the
U.S. government should support
environmental programs such as
the wind energy program here in
liowtingCireen.
"Students are wanting to take
advantage of wind power but do
not have enough money," she
said. "I would like to see assistance
to afford it."
She explained that in Austria
if people take advantage of an
alternative energy, such as solar
or wind power, they get an incentive from tlic government to help
offset die cost.
Iiuiet Richards, an University
alumni with a degree in environmental studies, feels Howling
(invn prepared her very well for
her jobs.
"I transferred in from Ohio State
University, at that time they did
not have a program I wanted.
BGSU had a pgngram already
established concerning environmental studies," Hichards said. "I
come track to take advantage of
die lecture serieaBowttngGieen is
progressive and pnractiw."
At die talk Blackwelder also
stated his vision of die future ol
environmentalisni in the U.S.
"I have four major visions for
dean water ill die U.S. One is
a clean energy future Two is a
dean green chemistry future that
takes us away from chemicals"
he said. "The tliircl is the undoing
of the wrongs of the Anny Corps
of Engineers, lour is a new vision
for agriculture."

Community mourns
death of student
A University junior and
President of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity died yesterday morning after suffering
critical injuries in a car crash
in the early morning hours of
Sunday.
loin Hayn, 21, was being
treated at MetroHealth
Medical Center in Cleveland.
"He was the go-to guy,
the
guy
you could
always
count on for
anything,"
said Kevin
Schmit, vice
president
of external
affairs for
TOM HAYN
Lambda
JUNIOR
Chi Alpha.
"The whole
Greek community has come
together to support our fraternity and Tom's family and
friends during this tragedy."
I layn was returning to his
home in Parma, Ohio, just
after 1:30 a.m. Sunday when a
black 2000 Oldsmobile Alero,
traveling at a high rate of
speed" according to Parma
1 leights police, ran a red light
and struck llayn's 1994 Olds
Cutlass.
The collision struck llayn's
Cutlass on the passenger side,
spinning it out of control and
into a traffic light pole.
The Alero's driver admitted to drinking alcoholic
beverages before driving,
but charges are still pending
until police wait for blood test
results.
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Expensive gas here to stay
By Brad Foss
[SI

ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - Oil prices
leapl ahove S72 a harrel yesterday, settling :il a record high
for the third straight day, after
a government report showed
shrinking u.s. gasoline supplies
and traders fretted about nude
ar tensions between Iran and

the international community.
Pablo Martinez Monsivais AP Photo
PARENTS OF THE MURDERER: Dave Clark, left, and his wife Terry
Clark, of Tucson. Ariz., stand outside the Supreme Court in Washington.

Slain cop confused
for extraterrestrial
By Gina Holland
IHE ASSOCIATED

PRESS

WASHINGTON

-

Supreme

Court justices rarefy talk about
Martians.
But on Wednesday, extraterrestrials were at the heart of a
case brought by a schizophrenic
teenager who says he killed an
Arizona police officer because be
thought the lawman was a space
alien.
Until now, the high court has
avoided challenges to insanity defense laws, even as states
around the country toughened their laws following John
Hinckley's acquittal by reason of
insanity in the 1981 shooting of
President Reagan
It was a surprise when justices
agreed lo review Eric Michael
Clark's case, and they seemed
uninterested Wednesda)
in
broadly addressing the constitutional rightsof psychotic criminal
defendants whose lawyers want
them sentenced 10 psychiatric

facilities instead of prisons,
Court members, however, did
repeatedly refer to tbe unusual
facts of Clark's case, signaling tbat they are likely lo rule
very narrowly, lie was a popular football star until be became
convinced that aliens bad taken
over bis town. Flagstaff, Ariz., as a
"platinum city" and tbat his own
parents were aliens.
lustices David II. Souler and
Stephen lireyer both mentioned
Martians.
lustices lohn Paul Stevens
questioned whether someone
who tin night he was on a mission
to kill space aliens could receive
thedeath penalty forkillinga person instead.
When Arizona lawyer Randall
I lowe said that the slain officer
was wearing a uniform and driving a police cruiser, Justice Huth
Bader Ginsburg said that Clark's
lawyer "wants to introduce (eviINSANITY, PAGE 9
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Oil futures contracts through
July 2009 are now trading above
S70 a barrel. "In effect, the market is saying this is going to be

Energy Department said the
nation's supply of gasoline
shrank by,. lurger-than-expected 54 million barrels
last week lo 202.5

ether, or MTBE, which has been
found to contaminate drinking
water,
Oil analyst lohn
Kilduff of l-imai
USA ill \eu York
said there would he
a "painful runup"
in gasoline prices as

millionhaiTcls.hu,is

the seventh straight
weekly decline, leaving Inventories 4.6
percent below year
Bgi i levels.

Gasoline inventories
typically
decrease this time ol

their use of methyl tertiary butyl

"In effect, the
market is
saying tins is
going to be
with ns for a
while."

summer approaches, and he said oil
prices could rise as
high as SKI) a barrel
by the end of June.
Purchased
today,
crude fix lune costs

year as refiners shut
BILLO'GRADY. A G
down their plants
EDWARDS & SONS
to perform mainteS7-I a barrel.
nance ahead of the
However, in a
summer driving season. And
sign that consumers nun be
oil traders typically point to the responding lo higher prices, the
decreases as reason for concern
Energy Department report also
about summertime supplies, a showed thai average daily gasoroutine that, more often than
line demand since the start of
not. sends futures prices higher.
the year is up o.!l percent, comDial said, there is additional
pared with an increase of 1.4
worry about summer gasoline
percent during the same period
supplies because of the prosin 200",.

And the chief financial officer of Wal-Mart Stores Inc., trie
world's largest retailer, warned
yesterday that the company's
iower income customers were
likely to curtail discretionary
spending ibis year because of
higher fuel costs.
Nymcx gasoline futures rose
155 cent to settle at S2.2394 per
gallon on Wednesday and they
are more than 40 percent higher
than a year ago.
I he average retail price of gasoline nationwide is $2.80 a gallon, though stations are charging more than $3 a gallon in
main parts ol the country.
The biggest factor underpinning higher gasoline prices is
the roughly 3H percent rise in
crude oil costs over the past
year. On an inflation-adjusted
basis, oil prices would have to
rise- above $90 lo exceed the alltime highs sel a quarter century
ago when supplies became tight
in the aftermath of a revolution
in Iran and a war between Iraq
and Iran.

The BG News is now
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$71.60 on Tuesday,

pect of tight supplies of etbanol,
which is needed in increasing
amounts as refiners phase out

Applications are available in 210 or 204
West Hall.
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Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
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Supply constraints in Iraq,
Nigeria and the (iult ol Mexico
are also pushing oil prices higher, and analysis are predicting
more pain al the pump this
summer for motorists, who so
far appear lo be only lightly lapping the brakes on demand
light sweet crude for May
dcliveryclimbcdashighasS72.'l6
a harrel, before settling al $72.17
on the New York Mercantile
Exchange, an increase of 82
cents from the previous day. The
contract had risen as big!: as

with us lor a while," said A.G.
Edwards & Sons commodity
analyst BillO'Grady,
In ils weekly report, the U.S.
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Justices question insanity
INSANITY, FROM PAGE 6

President Hu willing
to work with the U.S.
to increase trading
By Elizabeth M.Gillespie
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

EVERETT, Wash. — Chinese
President Hu lintao called yesterday for fewer trade barriers and
closer ties between his country
and the United States, while
defending China's heavily criticized policies on trade, currency
and energy.
The meaty speech followed a
warm welcome at Boeing Co.,
where Hu sought to soothe tensions over the U.S.-China trade
deficit, telling workers his country would need thousands of new
airplanes in the coming years.
Speaking to an audience
of Washington state business
and political leaders including Microsoft Corp. Chairman
Bill Gates, Hu said his company
does not seek a big trade surplus
with the U.S. He also reaffirmed
his government's commitment
to crack down on software
piracy, which should increase
Microsoft's sales in China.
"Strong business ties meet the
fundamental interests of our two
countries and peoples and will
continue to play an important
role in stabilizing our relations,"
Hu said through a translator. He
flew to Washington DC shortly
after the speech.
China's rapid growth and
development will increase
demand for American products
and expertise in areas such as
technology, Hu said, and "I hope
the American businesses will
seize the opportunities."
The comments came just
ahead of a summit with
President Bush, where the two
sides plan to tackle thorny issues
including trade.
Visiting Boeing's widebody
jet assembly plant earlier, he
called his country's long-running relationship with Boeing
an example of the potential of

Matt Brjslwars AP Photo

U.S.-CHINA TRADE SUPPORTERS: Jianlao Pan, right, tries to moderate
an argument that escalated with a Falun Gong demonstrator Tuesday.

oil and its positions on the develChina-U.S. trade.
"Boeing's cooperation with oping nuclear programs in Iran
China is a living example of the and North Korea.
At his lunchtime speech, Hu
mutually beneficial cooperation and win-win outcome that touched on severalofthoseissues.
China and the United States have defending Chinese currency and
achieved from trade with each energy policy but acknowledging
that there have been bumps in
other," Hu said.
He estimated that demand for the road.
"Given the rapid growth,
new aircraft in China will reach
2,000 planes in the next 15 years. sheer size and wide scope of
our business ties, it is
Hu's speech at
hardly avoidable that
the company's mas"Strong
some problems have
sive Everett plant
.
.
.
came just days after OUSl neSS ties occurred," Hu said.
"However, mutually
Chinese officials
meet the
confirmed a com- „
,
, beneficial cooperamitmenttoorderso fundamental tion and common
development remain
Boeing 737 jets, in a
interests
the defining feadeal valued at $5.2
of
our
two
ture of our business
billion at list prices.
relations."
The order has yet
countries...'
Hu said China
to be finalized, and
HUJINTA0.
takes its trade
airlines typically
imbalance
with
negotiate discounts.
CHINESE PRESIDENT
the U.S. seriously,
The Boeing deal
and noted that his
is one of several
purchases the Chinese have country has trade deficits
announced recently as officials with lapan, Korea and some
try to ease tensions over the mas- southeast Asian countries.
Hu promised that China will
sive trade gap between the U.S.
take a firm stance protecting
and China.
Hu's meeting Thursday with intellectual property. He also
Bush will cover a broad agenda, said his country has already
from China's much-criticized taken some steps to loosen curcurrency and other trade poli- rency regulation and promote
cies, to its aggressive search for financial reforms, in apparent

Ruth Bader Ginsburg said that
Clark's lawyer "wants to introduce (evidence) on the other
side, T had delusions, I thought
I killed an alien.'"
The Supreme Court has never
said mentally ill accused criminals have the right to an insanity
defense, and four states do not
allow for that: Idaho, Kansas,
Montana and Utah.
The remaining states have a
variety of standards for proving insanity, and Clark's lawyer
argued that Arizona's is almost
impossibletomeet.violatingthe
constitutional rightsof mentally
ill defendants.
Texas hasasimilarlawand the
court's ruling in Clark's appeal
could affect Andrea Yates, the
Houston mother who drowned
her five children in the bathtub
and goes on trial in lune.

"The state has the right to
define insanity as it sees fit,"
Howe told the justices.
Under Arizona's law. a defendant "may be found guilty
except insane" if lawyers prove
the defendant was so mentally
ill that he did not know what
he did was wrong. Many other
states also consider a second
factor, ifadefendant understood
the nature of his acts.
Clark shot Flagstaff police
officer Jeff Moritz on June 21,
2000, after the officer pulled
over the 17-year-old as he drove
around his neighborhood in a
truck playing loud rap music.
Moritz, 30, was the only police
officer ever killed in the line of
duty in the mountain community north of Phoenix.
Clark's lawyer,
David
Goldberg, told justices that his
client "was drowning out the
voices in his head" with the

loud music.
Clark had a trial before a judge
in which he was found guilty
of first-degree murder and sentenced to life in prison. Part of
his appeal turns on whether the
judge should have considered
Clark's mental illness in weighing whether he intentionally
killed the officer.
lustices agreed to hear the
case late last year, in the final
weeks before the retirement of
Arizona native lustice Sandra
Day O'Connor. O'Connor was
in the courtroom and watched
part of the argument.
Most of the questions justices asked Wednesday were
technical, and the court might
rule in a way that will affect
only Clark's case.
Arizona Attorney General
Terry Goddard said afterward
that he was relieved by the tone
of the questions.

Diplomacy still an issue in Iraq
IRAQ. FROM PAGE 5

though Shiite officials indicated they might not attend
the session. Efforts to forge a
government have been stalled
for months over the choice of
a prime minister, even as violence between the country's
sects has intensified.
Earlier in the day, President
Bush said failure in Iraq "is not
an option."
Rice said she and Bush understand Americans' concerns over
the delay over forming a government — and added that Iraqi
citizens are beginning to voice
their frustrations, too.
"Recently, in newspaper articles, in satirical cartoons, even
in Internet blogs, Iraqis — men
and women — have been saying
things ahum their leaders that
literally would have gotten them
killed in the old Iraq," she said.

"They are urging their leaders to disposal," she said.
put the good of the nation above
Bush said Tuesday that "all
the narrow interests of one indi- options are on the table" to
prevent Iran from developing
vidual or one political party."
On another trouble spot. atomic weapons but that he will
Rice said she is optimistic that continue to focus on diplomacy.
The UN. Security
diplomacy
will
succeed with Iran
"... politics, Council has issued
over its nuclear
an April 2H deadline
program, calling not violence, for Iran to stop urait a country whose
is the best nium enrichment,
people enjoy their
butcouncilmembers
way to
connections with
Russia and China
the outside world. acheive their have been resisting
She contrasted Iran
forceful
interests..." imposing
sanctions on Tehran,
with North Korea
a key trade partner
— the subject of
stalled negotiations
for both nations.
urging it to give up CONDOLEEZZARICE,
"You know that
its nuclear program SECRETARY OF STATE there are states that
have been saying it
— or Iraq under
Saddam Hussein.
we don't get meaningful mea"I believe we can make the suresinsidetheSecurityCouncil.
diplomacy work. Long before we perhapsa coalition of the willing
get to the point that we have to will think about other financial
contemplate diplomacy failing, or political measures that could
1 think we have options at our be taken," she said.
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U. OF UTAH RESEARCHERS FIND CULPRIT
SALT LAKE CITY (U-WIRE) — Utah researchers
recently identified a genetic mutation that causes
children to be bom with contractures, or decreased
range of motion around a joint, in their face, hands and
feet. The disorders are commonly known as FreemanSheldon syndrome and Sheldon-Hall syndrome.

SCIENCE

Peering out from the South Pole
New telescopic array will be largest of its kind, see through most solids

Snake's anatomy gives
clues to whether surf
or turf was its home

By Sheena Chen
U

Evolutionary question
may soon be answered

HIRE

BERKELEY, Calif. — Answers
to enigmas about the origins
of dark matter, gamma-ray
bursts and other high-energy
particles of cosmology may be
drawn from the icy depths of
the South Pole.
A team of researchers at the
Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory has collaborated
with other scientific institutions across the nation in
undertakingthe IceCube effort,
a neutrino telescope deployed
in the deep underground of
Antarctica, flic neutrino is an
elementary neutral particle
that is free from the strong
nuclear force and undeflected
by interstellar magnetic fields.
"IceCube is a forefront
exploratory kind of experiment, where you have a high
chance of discovering something that you hadn't anticipated, so I think the scientific
payoff for it can be enormous,"
said Robert Stokstad project
director at Berkeley 1 -abs.
The observatory-building
project's objective is to position
at least 75 strings of detectors
below the South Polar ice cap
in attempts to capture neutrino
events by the year 2011.
"So far we have proven that
we can build IceCube in a timely manner. By January 2006 we
have already created the largest
high-energy neutrino detector in the world," said Spencer
Harris, a staff physicist with
Berkeley Lab in charge of leading the analysis effort.
Neutrinos can pass through
matter virtually unimpeded. For
example, a neutrino produced
in the sun can travel through

By Malcom Ritter
IHt ASSOCIMEO PRESS

EYE FROM THE ARCTIC AREA
The new telescope, dubbed IceCube because of its location, will be special in
that it detects high-energy Neutrino radiation. Neutrinos are small enough that
they are not stopped by most solid matter, whizzing through rock and even lead.
For that reason, they can be very tough to measure. The telescope will comprise
an incredibly large array of smaller devices to partially address the problem

a column of lead one light year
long — about 10 trillion kilometers — without stopping. It
is their feeble interaction with
other particles that makes them
ideal astronomical messengers.
On Earth they are emitted as
a result of natural background
radiation, caused by the decay of
radioactive isotopes like that of
uranium and thorium. In relation to other high-energy cosmic
events, neutrinos are a product
of nuclear fusion powering the
Sun, stars and supernovas.
Though trillions of neutrinos pass through the Earth's
surface each second, they may
collide with an atom in a rare
occurrence, generating a moon,
a subatomic particle similar to
a heavy electron. As the muon
[Kisses through ice or water, it
emits a visible signature effect in
the form of flashes of blue light
called Chercnkov radiation.
Anticipated to spread out

over a cubic kilometer of detect the Cherenkov light,
Antarctic ice, digital opti- scientists can measure and
cal modules attached to each study the intensity and arrival
IceCube string act as miniature time of the light. They can then
satellites, detecting Cherenkov reconstruct the muon's direcradiation activity underground tion and energy.
"We have now achieved in
and converting them into anameasuring the photon time to
lyzable electronic signals.
Each DOM is composed of an accuracy of about two nanoa pressurized glass sphere seconds, proving that it works,"
about the size of a basketball, said Stokstad.
An additional array of DOMs
which holds an optical sensor
called a photomulliplier tube. on the surface of the ice named
Measuring 10 inches in diam- IceTop, composed of 160 watereter, the tube is responsible for filled tanks with optical sensors
photon detection. In addition, frozen within, is also in convaluable DOM properties allow struction. It will be used to study
it to transmit information via its cosmic rays. In its completion,
software system and remotely IceCube is expected to feature
download new hardware to the nearly 5,000 DOMs.
"We hope that this basic
module from long distances.
An electrical cable connects research will help us further
the lX)Ms from the icy surface explore the cosmos and better
to locations approximately 2,000 understand what is out there,
feet below the ground through including the potential for highenergy spots in the universe,"
holes made by a hot-water drill.
When IceCube's DOMs said Harris.

NEW YORK — A fossil find in
Argentina has revealed a twolegged creature that's the most
primitive snake known, a discovery that promises to fire
up the scientific debate about
whether snakes evolved on land
or in the sea.
The snake's anatomy and the
location of the fossil show it lived
on land, researchers said, adding
evidence to the argument that
snakes evolved on land.
Snakes are thought to have
evolved from four-legged lizards,
losing their legs over time. But scientists have long debated whether
those ancestral lizards were landbased or marine creatures.
The newly found snake
lived in Patagonia. Its size is
unknown, but it wasn't more
than 3 feet long, said Hussam
Zaher of the University of Sao
Paulo in Brazil. He and an
Argentine colleague report the
find in Thursday's issue of the
journal Nature.
It's the first time scientists
have found a snake with a
sacrum, a bony feature supporting the pelvis, Zaher said.
That feature was lost as snakes
evolved from lizards, he said,
and since this is theonly known
snake that hasn't lost it, it must
be the most primitive known.
The creature cleariy lived on
land, bodi because its anatomy
suggests it lived in burrows and
because the deposits where the
fossils were found came from a
terrestrial environment, said
Zaher. So, if the earliest known

snake lived on land, that suggests
snakes evolved on land, he said.
There has been little new evidence in recent years in the landvcrsus-sea debate, and "we needed something new," said Zaher.
"We needed a new start. And this
snake is definitely a new start for
this debate."
1 le said that although the creature had two small rear legs, it
crawled like a modem-day snake
and probably used its legs only
on occasion, though for what purpose is unclear.
The creature, named Najash
rionegrina, is "a fantastic animal,"
said Jack Conrad, a researcher at
the American Museum of Natural
History in New York and co-curator of an upcoming exhibit on lizards and snakes.
"It's really going to help put to
rest some of the controversy that's
been going around snake evolution and origins," he said. Conrad
said he never took sides in the
land-versus-sea debate, but "but
this is starting to convince me."
Olivier Rieppel, a fossil reptile
expert at the Field Museum in
Chicago, called the find important
and said Najash is cleariy the most
primitive known snake.
If snakes did evolve on land
rather than the sea, their fossil
record might lie less complete
because early fossils would have
been better preserved in a marine
environment, he said.
That, in turn, suggests "we may
not know all the lineages of early
snake evolution," he said. Maybe
several snake lineages lost the legs
of their lizard ancestors independently he said.
The creature's name comes
from a Hebrew word for snake
and the Rio Negro province of
Argentina, where the discovery
was made.
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Director says academia
has liberal bias in report

Hoaxes alive in papers

Watchdog group tries
to bring balance to
imbalance of education

Mass media can aid
in spread of false tales,
yesterday and today

they feel they can't express themselves."
Kline attributes his outlook on
academia to his interaction with
students over the last 20 years.
By Andrew Vanacor
Most of the primary sources
U-WIHS IOC BUREAU I
he draws from in his work for
WASHINGTON — Malcolm A. Campus Report are students, and
Kline is not someone who would he has a large repertoire of stobe easily mistaken for a liberal.
ries about those who have been
If his photograph on a flier penalized for expressing conserannouncing his speech at the vative views and teachers who
University of Maryland a few have been discriminated against
weeks ago says a thousand words, for being out of step with liberal
deans and administrators.
they are all conservative.
His expression is imposing,
The cover story in the April
accented by one raised eyebrow, a issue of Campus Report is devoted to Catholic Universities, which
bow tie and a half-smoked cigar.
Kline is the executive director Kline says students contact him
of Accuracy in Academia, a con- about often.
A nun at the University of
servative watchdog group aimed
at combating political bias in Dayton, prompted by the illegal
higher education. I le is driven by immigration debate, told her
a conviction that "colleges and class, "You can't be a Christian
universities are overwhelmingly and a conservative," according to
tilted left," though he admits to the article, a stance Kline said
being the underdog in the fight to counters what Pope John Paul II
has to say on the issue.
reverse that trend.
In a letter addressed to read"I guess that is my natural
state," Kline said in an interview, ers on the back page of Campus
but added, "I'm fascinated by the Report Kline wrote, "We are still
number of times when the side investigating universities that
that isoutmanned, outgunned and might be Catholic in name only...
Devotion to Catholic dogma on
outspent is the side that wins."
KlinewritesforandeditsCampus campus is not always as univerReport, the monthly newsletter sal as that religious designation
of Accuracy in Academia. which implies."
This sort of false advertising is
documents the latest cases of what
he views as liberal bias in the aca- what Kline is most vehemently
opposed to and he
demic world as well
turns the same skepas the progress being "...There is a
tical eye on classes
made in reversing it.
mountain
in
that bill themselves
Kline does not sec
Zimbabwe as "multicultural
the effort as conseror "women's
vative or Republican
thatShaka studies"
studies."
though.
Instead of what
"The way I was named after
Kline refers to as
trained and the way
my
wife's
"real multicultural
I still try to operate
family."
studies," classes that
is that you do not
pass under that title
address the imbalance
MALCOLM KLINE,
in the media or in aca- EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR have more to do with
attitudes,
he said. I le
demia by tilting somepointed to an exercise
thing right instead of
left," he said. "Consequently we from a sociology course at George
cannot be relied upon to toe the Mason University in which students were asked to name seven
party line—we don't"
The imbalance in media privileges of being white.
"Since I stand on the same
is addressed by Accuracy in
Academia's parent organization, lines as everyone else, they're not
Accuracy in Media, founded in apparent to me," he said.
But Kline said he is not opposed
1969 by Reed Irvine.
The two groups share a set of to the idea of multiculturalism in
offices in Washington, DC In the general.
"I am married to a
lobby is a small table with fliers
and free merchandise including Zimbabwean," he said. "I live
bumper stickers that read, "I don't multicultural studies."
His wife can trace her ancestry
believe The Washington Post," and
decks of cards with the faces of to the Zulu king Shaka, he said.
captured members of Saddam "To this day there is a mountain
in Zimbabwe that Shaka named
Hussein's Baath Party.
Some in the academic world after my wife's family."
Though Kline maintains his
are receptive to what Accuracy in
Academia promotes, even if they intentions are to inform students
and their parents, some of his
don't share the same views.
"I can understand why they're critics allege other motivations
"He's really engaged in partiforming these groups and asking these questions," said John san politics," said Roger Bowen,
Doolittle, who recently par- secretary general of the American
ticipated in a forum with Kline Association of University
on students' rights at American Professors, a group t hat promotes
University, where he is an asso- academic freedom. "What he's
ciate professor in the School of doing is unfortunately not always
helpful to the academy and I
Communications.
Doolittle said he doesn't think frequently misunderstands
think that students at American what the academy is all about."
It is difficult to measure the
University are denied the right to
espouse conservative views, but impact that Kline and Accuracy
he said it is important to "discuss in Academia have, but Bowen
issues that students might have if says it is negligible.

By lames Hart
IHE KANSAS CUT

STAR IKRI)

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The year
was 1835, and the New York Sun
had landed the mother of all
scoops.
Almost a century before Neil
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin were
even bom, the newspaper reported that life had been found on the
moon. Humanoids with lots of
body hair and wings that looked
like a bat's, but still, it was life on
the moon
Other papers picked up the
story, and soon everyone was
buzzing about the most important discovery in the history of
the human race... until the truth
came out
Last week provided more proof
that hoaxes are alive and thriving A Grain Valley, Ma, couple
admitted they did not really
have sextuplets. A teenager from
Independence, Kan., eventually
told Mil agents that she had not
been kidnapped at gunpoint from
the driveway of her home.
Today, hoaxes can spread
farther quickly, thanks to mass
media and the Internet, but that
also means they get picked apart
faster by people who see through
the lies.
"Hoaxes are really the price
we pay for having a wry open
society," said expert Alex Boese,
whose books include "Hippo Eats
Dwarf" and "The Museum of
Hoaxes."
The Great Moon Hoax and
other schemes can be entertaining but the lies also can carry
serious consequences. They can

lell Stead AP Photo

PARENTS?: Sarah, center, and Kris Everson, right, prior to being arraigned on felony charges of stealing by
deceit. The Eversons falsely claimed to be the parents of critically ill sextuplets and stole cash.

waste the time of police officers
who could be helping others.
They can destroy reputations
— just ask Vwndy's how its sales
did after a woman "found" a severed finger last year in a cup of
chili at one of the fast-food chain's
restaurants.
But worst of all, hoaxes can steal
resources and attention from real
victims.
"For a non-profit organization
like ihe Red Cross, it's more than
a financial loss," said Matt Meyer,
the Kansas City chapter's CBQ
"It's a loss of assistance to someone who really needs help."
Meyer said that after I lurricane
Katrina. the charity had a problem with a few victims who would
apply for assistance in one state,
then move to another and seek

benefits there. Sometimes, they
would claim other jx'oplc's children as a way to get more help
Meyer said that stammers
represent an extremely small
percentage of those seeking help.
And most of those are people
going through hard times. I think
in some cases, it's jtisi need," he
said.
While money is a motive lot
some hoaxers, others are simply
trying to avoid embarrassment
last September, the Plane
County, Mo„ Sheriff's Depart n in 11
spent a Saturday night franiic.illy searching for an 18-year-old
woman who said she had been
kidnapped, raped and stabbed
somewhere near Kansas ( it)
International Airport.
[.aura E. Crews actually was

home In Kentucky. She was supposed to fly into Kansas City and
meet a man she had befriended
over the Internet, but she decided
not to go, So she lied over the
phone.
After pleading guilty to filing
a false police report. Crews was
sentenced to 10 days in jail and
100 hours of community service
and was ordered to pay S2.994
in restitution. The search tied
up officers, deputies, firefighters and police helicopters, said
Capt [-'rank Hunter. Had someone needed help elsewhere^ those
officers and rescuers would not
have been available.
False reports also undermine
real victims of sexual assauti who
already are under tremendous
pressure and scrutiny

Jobs: new parent advisory warning
candidate, which may help to
make the employer feel more
comfortable, Scott said.
By the time a person is in his
or her 20's, "going into a reputable company [with a parentl
can be a negative thing," Scott
said.
Though consulting with
a parent may be beneficial,
consulting is one thing, while
bringing a parent along to a
job interview is a whole other,
said Cindy Henderson, associate director of campus and
employer relations for Career
Services.
"|ltl reflects as the parents
can't let go of them, |that|
their child is always going to

Bringing guardians
to interviews causes
mixed emotions
DEKALB, III. (U-WIRE) —
Imagine the surprise of an
employer as lane Doe comes
in one day to a job interview
and wants to bring her mother
along. When someone is 16, 17
or 18, it might be a good idea
to bring a parent along to a
department store or internship
interview, said Mark Scott,
senior history teacher certification major at Northern Illinois
University.
It lets the employer know the
parent will check up on the

be a minor child," said David
Douglas, director of campus
and employer outreach for
Career Services.
Douglas disagreed with
Scott, who said he would have
come along to his niece's fob
interview should his niece have
asked him at the age ni 16.
A Wall Street Journal article
published in March of this year
found many college freshman
are in contact with their parents more than lOtimesaweek.
Twenty-five percent of college
students with overly-invoked
helicopter-type parents said
they were embarrassed b\ their
parents' involvement.
"I think It's a good idea thai a

I^^P^^^jr

student goes toa reputable firm
and see what they say. When
you tirst take a job there's a
lot of negotiation. They will
negotiate with you as fat as
you push it.' Scon said. "Talk
with another guy. You can talk
about what he's got In liis back

pocket*
Someone who can negotiate
without being arrogant, with
Ideas and w ilh a slightly aggressive attitude are good things
when entering a job. Scott said.
"1 would not I bring my dad
along]/' said freshman psychology major Nicole landwehr.
"He'd want me to be my own
person On the other hand, he
would want to help out."
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of paper that comes at a big price.
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DEATH OF DAUGHTER NOT PREMEDITATED
CINCINNATI (AP) —A man convicted of bludgeoning
his 13-year-old daughter to death with a golf club did
not plan the killing, a judge ruled. Because there
was no evidence that Danielle Franklin's slaying was
premeditated, Gordon Franklin faces 15 years to life
in prison instead of 20 years to life.

STATE
Trials smoke out STATE
tobacco industry Man sentenced for
BRIEFING
BO NEWS WIRE SOURCES

States start lawsuits
to collect $1.2 billion
from companies
By Nancy Zuckerbrod
IXC ASSOCIATED PRESS

Scott Heckil AP Photo

NO RESOLUTION: Former Hartville councilman Steve Reisch lets new council members know that he didn't
like their resolution to open meetings with a prayer during the village council meeting.

Ohio council votes in favor of
group prayer before meetings
HARTVIU.K. Ohio (AP) —
Council members voted 4-2 to
pray before their future meetings,
despite opposition from some
who fear the measure will lead to
a lawsuit.
Councilman
Scot
Bohaychyk sponsored the
resolution approved Tuesday
nigh! that he said most residents in the village of about
2.100 people near Canton in
northeast Ohio support.

Mayor Beverly Green and others have rejected the idea, saying a coundl prayer might violate the constitutional separation
between church and stale.
Councilman Thomas Hough
said he's confident language
that calls for a nnndennminutional prayer will protect the
village in a lawsuit. Council
members also believe that a
resolution instead of an ordinance shows that they aren't

passing laws requiring prayer.
Steve Reisch, a former council member who lost his seal in
last Novembers election! was
angered by the decision.
"It's the taxpayers who are
going to have to pick up the tab
mi the lawsuit," he said
Resident I.ori Karasek commended die four council members who favored prayer "for following what they believe instead
of bring bullied."

WASHINGTON — The
tobacco industry is facing
lawsuits across the country as it tries to hang on to
about $1.2 billion that states
say the cigarette makers
owe them under a landmark
1998 legal settlement.
Attorneys
general
in
California, Massachusetts,
New lersey and Ohio filed lawsuits Tuesday seeking to collect
I he money from the tobacco
companies.
"We will fighl to see that full
payments are made." Ohio
Attorney General lim Pctro
said in a statement. Ohio estimates it is owed about $38 million, Pel ro's office said.
Officials in New York and
Connecticut said they, and
other states, would probably
take similar sleps. "We're
continuing to review our
options, but certainly a lawsuit looks likely this week,"

Connecticut
Attorney
General Richard Blumenthal
said in an interview.
Negotiations between the
states and tobacco companies
over the money recent ly broke
down, leading to the lawsuits.
"We had tried to work hard
with the slates to resolve this
very difficult matter and are
disappointed an agreement
couldn't be reached," said
David Howard, a spokesman
for No. 2 cigarette maker R.|.
Reynolds Tobacco Co.
H.I. Reynolds and No. 3
cigarette maker Lorillard
Tobacco Co. said Monday
Ihey had put more lhan $750
million aside rather lhan
hand it over to the slates.
R.I. Reynolds paid the states
about $1.4 billion but withheld
$647 million, putting it in an
escrow account until the dispute is resolved.
Lorillard paid the states
a little more than $550 million but put another $108
million aside.
Industry leader Philip Morris
USA made all of its $3.4 billion
payment but is seeking lo have
thai sum reduced.

Some late filers get
a break after error
CI.KVKI.AND (AP) — About
400 taxpayers who mailed
their returns late because of
incorrect information in a
newspaper will not be penalized by the federal government, the Internal Revenue

COLLEGE LIVING DOESN'T GET ANY BETTER THAN THIS,
~m*+_ * The Enclave Apartments ,
Reduced Rent
$287 Unfurnished, $314 Furnished

The Enclave II Apartments
Pick your special!
Sign today and receive
2 GB IPOD Nano & $100 Visa Gift Card

Service says.
The Plain Dealer on
Monday printed a list of post
offices staying open until
midnight, including offices
in the suburbs of Broadview
Heights, Euclid and Parma
thai were nol slaying open
late. Manylast-minutetaxfilers had to leave their returns
in mailboxes without getting
a postmark to make the April
17 deadline.
Cleveland Postmaster W.
Spencer Hsu and Plain Dealer
editor Doug Clifton said they
sent letters to federal, state
and local income lax officials
asking thai the tardy taxpayers not be punished.
"Taxpayers who posted
their returns based on the
bad information we provided should not be penalized," Clifton said in a story
published yesterday. "I plan
to send a letter to the appropriate authorities acknowledging the mistake. Il should
never have happened."
IRS spokesman Chris
Kerns said the taxpayers will
not be penalized.
Ohio State Department of
Taxation spokesman Gary
Gudmundson said the tax
commissioner wouId consider
■he appeals but noted that the
law doesn't allow for "forgiving late filers."

sex with a minor
NEWARK. Ohio (AP)—A third
man is going lo prison for
having sex with a 13-year-old
girl who told authorities she
was given money and candy
in return.
Joseph Saunders, 69, of
the Columbus suburb of
Reynoldsburg, was given a
24-year sentence Tuesday
by Licking County Common
Pleas Judge John Spahr.
Saunders had pleaded guilty
last month lo three counts of
compelling prostitution and
three counts of unlawful sexual conduct. I le faced up to 30
years In prison.
Spahr also ruled that
Saunders is a sexual predator,
meaning he would need to
register with auihoriiies following his release.
Saunders and four others
were indicted in December on
charges of sexually abusing a
girl from Buckeye Lake last
year.
Earlier diis year, Garry Bly,
66, of Columbus, was sentenced to 14 years in prison on
numerous charges, including
10 counts of compelling prostitution. Thomas Coss, 28, of
Buckeye Lake, was sentenced
to two years for unlawful
sexual conduct with a minor.
Both pleaded guilty.
Andrew Cramer, 46. was
indicted on two counts each
of rape and gross sexual imposition. His trial is scheduled
for May.
Trudy Smith, 26, was
charged with two counts of
unlawful sexual conduct with
a minor. She was found mentally ill earlier this month and
ordered to undergo six months
of treatment at a medical facility.

Nursing home's
funding to be cut
TOLEDO (AP) — The state
has recommended a nursing
home where a patient died 10
days after authorities said he
was beaten by his roommate
should no longer be allowed
to receive money from two
key government health care
programs.
The Ohio Department of
Health has recommended tile
agreements that Foundation
Park Center has with Medicare
and Medicaid should end
Oct. 7. The state also recommended that the home lose its
Medicare and Medicaid payments for new admissions in
May.
The health department
made the recommendations
after filing an inspection
report that said Sharon lohn
Hawkins, accused of murder
in the death of his roommate,
hit two other residents In
January and February.
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IRANIAN LEADER: PRICES THE OIL-HUNGRY
TEHRAN (AP) — Wading into oil politics for the first
time, Iran's hard-line president said yesterday that
record crude oil prices at are still below their true value.
In statements likely to rattle oil markets, President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said developed countries, not
producers like Iran, benefit most from current prices.

WORLD
Explosion's cause
not known so far

Nepal faces more outcry, deaths
As demonstrators demand end to monarchy, total toll hits double digits

Lt. Col. Todd Vician, a
Pentagon spokesman, said
KABUL, Afghanistan — A mas- one rocket struck near,
sive explosion believed to have but not inside, the U.S.
been caused by a rocket shook Embassy compound.
The blast occurred inside
the Afghan capital late yesterday near the U.S. Embassy the grounds housing the statecompound, wounding an run television offices, a police
Afghan security contractor, official at the scene said. The
building is next to the heavofficials said.
U.S. Embassy spokesman ily fortified embassy and the
Lou Fintor said the blast did base for NATO-led forces in
not occur on embassy prop- the capital.
The official, who spoke on
erty, and no Americans were
condition of anoinjured. Staff memnymity
because
bers rushed to a
he was not audiobunker in the comrized to speak to
pound after the 11
the media, said the
p.m. blast.
explosion appar"All
embassy
ently was caused by
personnel are safe
a rocket fired from
and
accounted
southeast Kabul
for," Fintor told
targeting the U.S.
L00 FINTOR, U.S.
The
Associated
EMBASSY
Embassy.
Press in a teleU.S.
military
phone interview.
A U.S. counterterrorism spokesman Lt. Mike Cody said
official, who spoke on condi- one Afghan security contractor
tion of anonymity because it is was wounded.
NATO-led troops in armored
still early in the investigation,
said the southwest side of the vehicles patrolled the area after
U.S. Embassy's compound was the explosion.
"It was a very strong exploamong the buildings struck in
sion near the'lSAF (NATO's
the rocket attack.
Security
The official was not immedi- International
ately aware of casualties or the Assistance Force) compound
magnitude of the attack. It also and we are trying to confirm
was too early to say who was its cause," spokesman Lt. Col.
Riccardo Cristoni said.
responsible.
By Paul Garwood
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By Matthew Rosenberg
tHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

KATMANDU, Nepal — Security
forces fired on thousands of
pro-democracy protesters in
southeastern Nepal yesterday,
killing at least four, and the government reimposed a curfew in
the capital to prevent a massive
rally urging the king to loosen
his grip on power.
Two weeks of bloody opposition protests and a general strike
against the rule of King Gyanendra
have paralyzed Nepal, leaving the
country at its most volatile since
he seized power 14 months ago.
At least 10 people have been killed
during the demonstrations.
Officials claimed security forces
in Chandragadi, about 310 miles
southeast of Katmandu, opened
fire after being shot at by protesters,
who also hurled bricks and debris.
The government has made similar
claims during the past two weeks,
but those accounts have not been
confirmed independently.
The region's chief administrator, Bhola Siwakoti, also said the
protesters defied a ban in the town
and were sacking government and
private property.
The were conflicting reports
of how many were killed. The
Defense Ministry said two people
were dead, but another Nepali official said four were killed and a U.N.
official said five were killed. Both

"All embassy
personnel
are safe and
accounted
for."

BOLD DISPLAY: Government forces clash with a protester in Nepal. The country's King took full power over
the country 14 months ago, and has laced growing unrest, which included at least four deaths yesterday.
officials spoke on the condition of
anonymity because the sensitivity
of the situation.
The latest deaths bring to at least
10 the number of people killed by
security forces during the protests.
Since the opposition campaign
began April 6, ordinary Nepalis
have joined rallies alongside students and political activists.
The royal government has

responded harshly, claiming that
Nepal's communist insurgents
— who are allied with die political opposition — had violently
infiltrated the rallies. Police have
beaten, tear gassed and arrested
thousands of protesters.
The king dismissed an interim
government and seized power
in February 2005, claiming a
need to restore order and crush a

Nebraska will send grains,
meats, other food to Cuba
By Olga R. Rodriquez
tHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

HAVANA — Cuba agreed yesterday to buy another S30 million
in food from Nebraska, strengthening trade relations with a U.S.
farm state already selling com,
wheat, soybeans and other products to the communist island.
Nebraska Lt. Gov. Rick Sheeny
and Agriculture Director Greg
Ibach led the trade delegation,
which included meat and other
agriculture producers on the
four-day trip.
In August, Nebraska Gov. Dave
Heineman visited Cuba and

signed a separate deal to export
$30 million in agricultural products in an 18-month period.
Most of those deals have since
been completed, said Pedro
Alvarez, head of die Cuban food
import firm Alimport.
"We've had a great commerce
experience with Nebraska and
this shows the desire of many
(U.S.) states to work for free
trade with the United States,"
Alvarez told The Associated
Press at Havana's historic Hotel
Nacional during a breakfast
hosted by Farmland Foods Inc.
featuring Nebraska pork and

other meat products.
Sheehy said the new deal will
include the export of pork, catde,
poultry, wheat, com, soybeans,
dry beans and dairy in the next
18 months.
"Agriculture is the No. I
industry in the state and Gov.
Heineman saw an opportunity
in Cuba to expand our market,"
Sheehy said.
Alvarez said die new trade
deal includes a $2.8 million
meat purchase from Farmland
Foods Inc.

communist insurgency that has
killed nearly 13,000 people over
the past decade.
Many of Nepal's 27 million people initially welcomed the king's
power grab because they were fed
up with the corrupt and squabMing political elite. But the worsening communist insurgency and
a faltering economy liave fueled
discontent.

Writing backs up Saddam's assent
Former Iraqi leader
approved land
swipe, Shiite killings
By Sinan Salaheddin
THE ASS0CIAIE0 PRESS

BAGHDAD — Handwriting
experts confirmed Saddam
Hussein's signatures on two
more key documents in the
ousted Iraqi leader's trial — one
approving death sentences for
148 Shiites, the other ordering
confiscation of farmlands, the
judge said yesterday.
Dressed in his black suit,
Saddam was unusually silent

throughout the three-hour ses- but he appeared dismissive of
sion. But his half-brother and it and ordered Iraqi experts to
continue examining
co-defendant Barzan
remaining documents
Ibrahim angrily rejectfor the next session,
ed the experts' report
scheduled for Monday.
as biased.
Saddam and the
Defense
lawyers
former officials from
demanded a neutral,
his regime are on
international panel of
trial for the deaths of
experts be formed to
the 148 Shiites and
look at documents prethe imprisonment of
sented by the prosecuSADDAM
hundreds of others in
tion that allegedly were
HUSSEIN
a crackdown followsigned by Saddam or the
ing an assassination
other seven defendants.
Chief judge Raouf Abdel- attempt against Saddam in the
Rahman did not rule on the mainly Shiite town of Dujail
demand for international experts, in 1982.
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DEATH OF DAUGHTER NOT PREMEDITATED
CINCINNATI (AP)—A man convicted of bludgeoning
his 13-year-old daughter to death with a golf club did
not plan the killing, a judge ruled. Because there
was no evidence that Danielle Franklin's slaying was
premeditated, Gordon Franklin faces 15 years to life
in prison instead of 20 years to life.

Trials smoke out STATE
BRIEFING
tobacco industry Man sentenced for
BG NfWS WIRE SOURCES

States start lawsuits
to collect $1.2 billion
from companies
By Nancy Zuckerbiotl
Id! ASSOCIATED PRESS

Scott Heckel AP Photo

NO RESOLUTION: Former Hartville councilman Steve Reisch lets new council members know that he didn't
like their resolution to open meetings with a prayer during the village council meeting.

Ohio council votes in favor of
group prayer before meetings
IIAHIVII.il. Ohio
\P
Council members voted 4-2 i< >
pray before their future meeting,
despite opposition from some
who fear ilu* measure uill lead to
.i lawsuit.
Councilman
Scot
Bohaychyk sponsored the
resolution approved Tuesday
night that he said must residents In the village ot about
2.100 people near Canton in
northeast Ohio support.

Mayot Bevertj Green and oth
ers have rejected the idea, saying a council prayer might violate the constitutional separation
between church and state
Councilman Thomas Hough
said lie's confident language
that calls for a nondenominational prayer will protect the
\illage in a lawsuit. Council
members also believe that a
resolution Instead ol an ordinance slums that thej aren't

passing laws requiring prayer.
Steve Reisch, .1 fbrmet conn
1 ii member who lost his seal in
last November's election, was
angered b) the decision.
"It's the taxpayers who are
going to have to pick up the tab
on the lawsuit," he said.
Resident Lori Karasek commended the loin council mem
bers who favored prayer "lor following what thej believe instead
nl being bullied."

WASHINGTON — The
tobacco industry is facing
lawsuits across the country as ii tries to hang on to
about $1.2 billion that states
say the cigarette makers
owe them under a landmark
1998legal settlement.
Attorneys
general
in
California, Massachusetts,
New terse) and Ohio filed lawsuits fuesday seeking to collect
the money front the tobacco
companies.
We will light to see that full
payments are made.'' Ohio
Attorney General lint Petro
said in a statement Ohio estimates it is owed about $38 million, Perm's office said.
Officials in New York and
( niinei licut said they, and
other states, would probably
take similar steps. "Were
continuing to review our
options, hut certainly a lawsuit looks likely this week.''

Connecticut

Attorney

General Richard Blumenthai

said in an interview.
Negotiations between the
states and tobacco compan leg
over the money recently broke
down, leading to the lawsuits.
"We had tried to work hard
with the states to resolve this
very difficult matter and are
disappointed an agreement
couldn't be reached." said
David Howard, a spokesman
for No. 2 cigarette maker II).
Reynolds Tobacco Co.
R.I. Reynolds and No. 3
cigarette maker Lorillard
Tobacco Co. said Monday
they had put more than S750
million aside rather than
hand it over to the states.
R.J. Reynolds paid the states
about SI-1 billion but withheld
S647 million, putting it in an
escrow account until the dispute is resolved.
Lorillard paid the states
a little more than S550 million but put another S10H
million aside.

Industry leader Philip Morris
USA made all of its $3.4 billion
payment but is seeking to have
I hat sum reduced.

Some late filers get
a break after error
CLEVELAND (API — About
400 taxpayers who mailed
their returns late because of
incorrect Information in a

newspaper will not be penalized In the federal government, the Internal Revenue

COLLEGE LIVING DOESN'T GET ANY BETTER THAN THIS..,
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$287 Unfurnished, $314 Furnished

The Enclave II Apartments
Pick your special!
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Service says.
The Plain Dealer on
Monday printed a list of post
offices staying open until
midnight, including offices
in the suburbs of Broadview
Heights, Euclid and Parma
that were not staying open
late. Many last-minute lax filers had to leave their returns
in mailboxes without getting
a postmark to make the April
17 deadline.
Cleveland Postmaster W.
Spencer Hsu and Plain Dealer
editor Doug Clifton said they
sent letters to federal, state
and local income tax officials
asking that the tardy taxpayers not be punished.
"Taxpayers who posted
their returns based on the
bad information we provided should not be penalized." Clifton said in a story
published yesterday. "I plan
to send a letter to the appropriate authorities acknowledging the mistake. It should
never have happened."
IRS spokesman Chris
Kerns said the taxpayers will
not be penalized.
Ohio State Department of
Taxation spokesman Gary
Gudmundson said the tax
commissioner would consider
the appeals but noted that the
law doesn't allow for "forgiving late filers."

sex with a minor
NEWARK. Ohio (AP)—A Uiird
man is going to prison for
having sex with a 13-year-old
girl who told authorities she
was given money and candy
in return.
Joseph Saunders, 69, of
the Columbus suburb of
Reynoldsburg, was given a
24-year sentence Tuesday
by I jcking County Common
Picas Judge John Spahr.
Saunders had pleaded guilty
last month to three counts of
compelling prostitution and
three counts of unlawful Sexual conduct. I le faced up to 30
years in prison.
Spahr also ruled that
Saunders is a sexual predator,
meaning he would need to
register with authorities following his release.
Saunders and four others
were indicted in December on
charges of sexually abusing a
girl from Buckeye Lake last
year.
Earlier this year, Garry Bly,
66, of Columbus, was sentenced to 1-1 years in prison on
numerous charges, including
10 counts of compelling prostitution. Thomas Coss, 28, of
Buckeye Like, was sentenced
to two years for unlawful
sexual conduct with a minor.
Both pleaded guilty.
Andrew Cramer, 46, was
indicted on two counts each
of rape and gross sexual imposition. His trial is scheduled
for May.
Trudy Smith, 26, was
charged with two counts of
unlawful sexual conduct with
a minor. She was found mentally ill earlier this month and
ordered to undergo six months
of treatment at a medical facility.

Nursing home's
funding to be cut
TOLEDO (AP) — The state
has recommended a nursing
home where a patient died 10
days after authorities said he
was beaten by his roommate
should no longer be allowed
to receive money from two
key government health care
programs.
The Ohio Department of
Health has recommended the
agreements that foundation
Park Center has with Medicare
and Medicaid should end
Oct. 7. The state also recommended that the home lose its
Medicare and Medicaid payments for new admissions in
May.
The health department
made the recommendations
after filing an inspection
report that said Sharon John
I lawkins, accused of murder
in the death of his roommate,
hit two other residents in
January and February.
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IRANIAN LEADER: PRICES THE OIL-HUNGRY
TEHRAN (AP) — Wading into oU politics for the first
time, Iran's hard-line president said yesterday that
record crude oil prices at are still below their true value.
In statements likely to rattle oil markets, President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said developed countries, not
producers like Iran, benefit most from current prices.

WORLD
Explosion's cause
not known so far

Nepal faces more outcry, deaths
As demonstrators demand end to monarchy, total toll hits double digits

l.t. Col. Todd Vician, a
Pentagon spokesman, said
KABUL, Afghanistan — A mas- one rocket struck near,
sive explosion believed to have but not inside, the U.S.
been caused by a rocket shook Embassy compound.
The blast occurred inside
the Afghan capital late yesterday near the U.S. Embassy the grounds housing the statecompound, wounding an run television offices, a police
Afghan security contractor, official at the scene said. The
building is next to the heavofficials said.
U.S. Embassy spokesman ily fortified embassy and the
Lou Fintor said the blast did base for NATO-led forces in
not occur on embassy prop- the capital.
The official, who spoke on
erty, and no Americans were
condition of anoinjured. Staff members rushed to a 'All embassy nymity because
he was not authobunker in the compersonnel rized to speak to
pound after the 11
media, said the
p.m. blast.
are safe and the
explosion appar"All
embassy
accounted
ently was caused by
personnel are safe
a rocket fired from
and accounted
for."
southeast Kabul
for." Fintor told
LOU FINTOR, U.S.
targeting the U.S.
The Associated
EMBASSY
Embassy.
Press in a teleU.S.
military
phone interview.
A U.S. counterterrorism spokesman It. Mike Cody said
official, who spoke on condi- one Afghan security contractor
tion of anonymity because it is was wounded.
NATO-led troops in armored
still early in the investigation,
said the southwest side of the vehicles patrolled the area alter
U.S. Embassy's compound was the explosion.
"It was a vcr\ Strong exploamong the buildings struck in
sion near the ISAF NATO's
the rocket attack.
Security
The official was not Immedi- International
ately aware of casualties or the Assistance Force) compound
magnitude of the attack. It also and we are trying to confirm
was too early to say who was its cause," spokesman Li. CoL
Riccardo Cristoni said.
responsible.
By Paul Garwood
■Hi ASSOCIAK D PRESS

By Matthew Rosenberg
THE ASSOCIATED PHCSS

KATMANDU, Nepal — Security
forces fired on thousands of
pro-democracy protesters in
southeastern Nepal yesterday,
killing at least four, and the government reimposed a curfew in
the capital to prevent a massive
rally urging the king to loosen
his grip on power.
Two weeks of bloody opposition protests and a general strike
against the rule of King( lyanendra
have paralyzed Nepal, leaving the
country at its most volatile since
he seized power 14 months ago.
At least 10 people haw been killed
during the demonstrations.
Officials claimed security forces
in Chandragadi, about 310 miles
southeast of Katmandu, opened
fire after being shot at by protesters,
who also hurled bricks and debris
The government has made similar
claims during the |xist two weeks,
but those accounts have not been
confinued independently
The region's chief administrator, Bhola Siwakoti, also said the
I m m ■sters defied a ban in the town
and were sacking government and
private property.
The were conflicting reports
of how many were killed. The
i lefense Ministry said two people
were dead, but another Nepali official said four were killed and a U.N.
official said five were killed. Both

BOLD DISPLAY: Government forces clash with a protester in Nepal. The country's King took full power over
the country 14 months ago, and has faced growing unrest, which included at least four deaths yesterday.
officials spoke on the condition of
anonymity because the sensitivity
of the situation.
The latest deaths bring to at least
10 the number of people killed by
security forces during the protests.
Since the opposition campaign
began April 6, ordinary Nepalis
have joined rallies alongside students and political activists.
The royal government has

responded harshly, claiming that
Nepal's communist insurgents
— who are allied with the political opposition — had violently
infiltrated the rallies. Mice haw
beaten, tear gassed and arrested
thousands of protesters.
The king dismissed an interim
government and seized power
in February 2005, claiming a
need to restore order and crush a

Nebraska will send grains,
meats, other food to Cuba
By Olga R Rodrique?
1HI ASSOCIATED PRESS

HAVANA — Cuba agreed yesterday to buy another S30 million
in food from Nebraska, strength
ening trade relations with a U.S.
farm state already selling com,
wheat, soybeans and other products to the communist island.
Nebraska l.t. Gov. Rick Sheehy
and Agriculture Director Greg
Ibach led the trade delegation,
which included meal and other
agriculture producers on the
four-day trip.
In August, Nebraska C lov. I )avc
Ueineman visited Cuba and

signed a separate deal to export
$30 million in agricultural products in an 18-month period.
Most of those deals have since
been completed, said Pedro
Alvarez, head of the Cuban food
import linn Alimport.
"We've had a great commerce
experience widi Nebraska and
this shows the desire of many
(U.S.) states to work for freetrade with the United States,"
Alvarez told The Associated
ltes at Havana's historic Hotel
Nacional during a breakfast
hosted by Farmland Foods Inc.
featuring Nebraska pork and

other meat products.
Sheehy said die new deal will
include the export of pork, cattle,
poultry, wheat, com. soybeans,
dry beans and dairy in the next
IH months.

"Agriculture is the No. I
industry in the state and Gov.
Ueineman saw an opportunity
in Cuba to expand our market."
Sheehy said.
Alvarez said the new trade
deal includes a S2.8 million
meat purchase from Farmland
liiods Inc.

communist insurgency that has
killed nearly 13,000 people over
the past decade.
Many of Nepal's 27 million people initially welcomed the king's
power grab because they were fed
up with tile comipl ;md squabbling political elite. Hut the worsening communist insurgency and
a faltering economy have fueled
discontent.

Writing backs up Saddams assent
Former Iraqi leader
approved land
swipe, Shiite killings
By Sinan Salaheiltlm
«ssocn;i: PRESS

IHE

BAGHDAD — Handwriting
experts confirmed Saddam
Hussein's signatures on two
more key documents in the
ousted Iraqi leader's trial — one
approving death sentences for
148 Shiites, the other ordering
confiscation of farmlands, the
judge said yesterday.
Dressed In his black suit.
Saddam was unusually silent

throughout the three-hour ses- but he appeared dismissive of
sion. But his half-brother and it and ordered Iraqi experts to
continue examining
co-defendant H.u/.in
Ibrahim angrily rejectremaining documents
for the next session,
ed the experts' report
scheduled for Monday.
as biased.
Saddam and the
Defense
lawyers
former officials from
demanded a neutral,
his regime are on
international panel of
trial for the deaths of
experts be formed to
the 148 Shiites and
look at documents prethe imprisonment of
sented by the prosecuSADDAM
hundreds of others in
tion that allegedly were
HUSSEIN
a crackdown followsigned by Saddam or the
outer seven defendantsing an assassination
Chief judge Raouf Alxlcl- attempt against Saddam in the
Kahman did not mle on the mainly Shiite town of Dujail
demand for International experts, in 1982.
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Hangbers RBI and CSU throwing error help offset forgettable day at the plate for BGSU

Punter the
first pick for
OSUs annual
spring game

By John Turner

By Rusty MWer

REPORTER

IHE

BASEBALL

BG scores two in the ninth for win
In a game that only a mother could love, BGSU was able
to pull off a dramatic ninthinning rally to earn themselves
the win over non-conference
opponent Cleveland State yesterday, 5-4.
Despite a record of just 6-23
coming into the game, CSU
was able to combat t he Falcons
when it mattered most, as BG
stranded 11 runners in the
ball game.
"We did not take advantage of scoring opportunities
throughout the whole game."
said BGSU coach Dan Schmitz.
"We had bases loaded at least
three times and didn't cash in
on any of them."
Due in part to their inability to convert runners into
runs, BG found itself down
one heading into the bottom
of the ninth.
After Tyler Wasscrman
reached safely on an infield
single, he was bunted over by
losh Stewart to put the tying
run in scoring position.
One batter later, and down
to their final out, BG's Brian
Hangbers hit a shot to the fence
in left-center to send home the
tying run.
"It was a 3-1 count so I was
just sitting back and looking for
something to drive in the gap,"
Hangbers said. "It was a high
fastball, and I just drove it the
other way."
BG then turned its attention
to ending the game in regulation, and thanks to a Cleveland
State miscue, they would do
just that.
The final batter, pinch hitter
Greg Feldkamp, hit a groundball to the first baseman that
looked to be the final out of
the inning. Fortunately for the
Falcons, the pitcher was unable
to handle the exchange, (Imp

SeanPierson BGNem

HERE IT COMES losh Oietz awaits a pitch during BGSU's 13-7 win over Toledo on Friday. Dietz did not bat in yesterday's 5-4 win over Cleveland
State. The Falcons took advantage ot a Viking throwing error in the ninth inning to come from behind, improving to 20-15.

ping the ball as pinch-runner
Julian Bostclman scampered
home to give BG the win and
improve the team to 20-15 on
the season.
"That was clutch." Schmitz
said. "Feldkatnp put the ball
in play and forced the defense
to do three things: Catch it,
throw it and then catch it
again. Luckily for us, they

didn't do all three."
BG used seven different
pitchers. The final pitcher, Brett
Browning, earned the win for
the Falcons, striking out the
side in Ihe ninth and improving his record to 1-1.
The Falcons struggled from
the plate early on as CSU pitcher Brandon Hewitt had hitters
guessing. Hewitt went seven

innings, allowing only two
runs and striking out three for
the Vikings in a no-decision.
"Early on our hitters were
out in front and lunging at
his curveballs, in the later
innings hitters started to stay
back and take the ball where
it was pitched." Hangbers
said. "I think that was vital to
this game."

BG will get a day off before
gettingbackintoMid-American
Conference play on Friday in a
three-game series at Akron.
"We did not play like we're
capable of playing," Schmitz
said, "and I'll guarantee you if
we don't come out and play like
we're capable of playing this
weekend we're going to struggle at Akron."
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Zirkle busts slump with big week
Junior earns first MAC
honor for tremendous
weekend at the plate

BG hopes to keep
momentum going
By Adam Miezki

rp

REPORTER

By Matt Deighton
REPORTER

BGSU right fielder Ashley Zirkle
hit .467 last week, going 7-for15 with a handful of extra base
hits and five RBI en route to
her first career MidAmerican
Conference East Division Player
of the Week honor, and thus, our
pick for Athlete of the Week.
Zirkle tortured opposing
pitchers during her big week,
batting .583 in four MAC contests at Ball State and Miami,
lifting the Falcons to wins in
three of the four.
"I feel very lucky to get this
honor, especially in the MAC,"
Zirkle said. "1 feel as though
we're as good as the Big Ten, so I
feel very fortunate to be player of
the week in this conference."
The junior slugger began the
week on an 0-for-12 skid at the
plate — hitless in her last five
g. mes — and was once again
bl.-.nkcd in three at-bats against
Michigan State on Tuesday.
Following a game's rest, Zirkle
viscously snapped the streak,
going a perfect 4-for-4 with a
pair of doubles, three RBI, and
three runs scored, including a
two-run blast to left-center in
the seventh inning against Ball
State on Friday.
Zirkle remained red-hot tile
next day in Oxford, going two for

<0W ^_|k
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STRIKING AT THE PLATE: BGSU's Ashley Zirkle takes a swing during the Falcons' sweep over Detroit last
month. Zirkle hit .467 and .583 in tour Mid-American Conference games last week.

three with gappers to both right
and left-center, driving in a run
and scoring once. On Sunday,
she drove in another run and
went l-for-5 in the Falcons' 10-0
rout of the Redl lawks.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS—IfDavid Patterson
applies for a job as an NFL general manager years from now, he
probably shouldn't bring up the
fact that with the No. 1 pick in
the 2006 Ohio State spring game
draft he selected a punter.
Patterson said he was simply
supporting coach Jim Trcssel's
assertion that "the most important play in football is the punt."
Patterson was just one of the
seniors who directed the annual
tongue-in-cheekdraft yesterday.
The selections were made in a
cluttered second-floor meeting
room in the southeast corner of
Ohio Stadium. Two large, white
boards — one for Scarlet, one
for Gray — stood on either side
of the room.
The teams will square off
Saturday afternoon at Ohio
Stadium.
Tressel was the host of the
draft, occasionally telling one
of the game's captains that they
were "on the clock" when they
deliberated too long with the
teammates and assistant coaches around them.
A graduate assistant wrote
the selections down on the
boards — Tressel called him
Ohio State's version of" Vanna
White." Tressel checked off
the players on an overhead
projector to make sure no one
was overlooked.
Head trainer Doug Calland
announced what players were
not available because of injury. Tressel then read off those
who will see limited action.
They included the two players that fans want to see the
most: quarterback Troy Smith
and wide receiver Ted Ginn Ir.
Smith will play only one quarter. Ginn two.
A coin flip decided whether

Zirkle's hits have been big
and have come at crucial times
for the Falcons, in an order in
the lineup that has needed the
muscle she has provided the
past week.

Five of her seven hits went for
extra bases, and although three
games seemed like batting practice, Zirkle came through with
ZIRKLE, PAGE 15

After defeating conference
rivals Toledo and Northern
Illinois last Thursday, the BGSU
track team must turn its attenlion to a larger stage when they
travel to lawrence, Kan. to
compete in the Kansas Relays
Friday and Saturday.
The team hopes to ride in on a
high note and leave on that same
note after establishing itself at
UT. The team won the triangular with Audi Bunko, Nicole
Standback, lamie Hollow and
Stacy Turak each winning individual events.
"Ihis weekend at Kansas
we're going up against very good
competition," Andrea Pollack
said. "I feel without a doubt that
all of us who are going, have a
chance to do great things. We
just have to go out and do it. I
expect some great times in all
the events and am very excited
to see what this weekend brings
the BG track team."
BG coach Scott Sehmann
believes the team has a great
opportunity to compete against
some of the best teams from the
Midwestern part of the country.
It will give them another chance
to establish themselves against
good competition.
"The team is looking forward
to the meet and putting up
more season bests," Sehmann
said. "At this point of the season

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.K3€WS.C0f*SP0RTS

MM

we have yet to back off and start
to taper. Many of our athletes
are striving to compete beyond
the conference meet and are
pushing themselves harder
to reach the NCAA Regional
Championship Meet to be held
two weeks after MAC's."
The team has been building week by week, with a solid
third place at the All-Ohio
Championships followed by the
victory last week The team is
less than a month away from the
Mid-American Championships,
the event they are looking to
make their mark at.
"Those competing in Kansas
are going to be up against some
very strong competition,'' Kylie
Korsnack said. "It'll be a good
chance to continue to improve
both individually and as team.
Those of us not going will continue training hard through this
weekend in order to prepare ourselves for our next meet"
Korsnack also believes that
beating two teams a month
before the conference championships will do wonders for the
team's confidence. She hopes it
gives the team that extra edge
when they are back at UT for the
meet
The team has not begun to
taper yet and is still working at a
maximum leveL The process of
resting while tapering down will
begin soon so BG is at its best in
the most important meets.

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Three homers in 8th
propel Cincy to win
By Joe Kay
IKE

ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI — Four Florida
homers. Unbeaten-in-April
Donrrellc Willis on the mound.
A late four-run lead.
If the Marlins can't win
a game like this, they're not
going to win many at all.
Edwin
Encarnacion's
run-scoring double in the
ninth inning completed the
Cincinnati Reds' comeback for
a 9-8 victory yesterday over the
NLs least-successful team.
Cincinnati, which leads the
NL in homers, overcame an
8-4 deficit despite only one
extra-base hit in the game —
TomUhlman AP Photo
Encarnacion's decisiveone-out GUNNED DOWN i Florida's Miguel Cabrera is tagged out at home by Reds'
double ofTToddWfellemeyer lO- catcher Jason LaRue in the sixth inning of Cincinnati's 9-8 win.
ll. The Reds got a lot of help.
Seventeen days in, we can't keep a grounder down the third-base
Florida (4-101 tied its club
line to score Dunn without a
record with four homers, but making mistakes."
The Reds took full advantage, play at the plate,
made three errors, walked six
"My first base hit to win
batters, hit another and let in a right up to the final pitch.
Cincinnati tied it with a game in the big leagues,"
run with a wild pitch.
"It's embarrassing," said man- three runs in the eighth, and Encarnacion said, still smilager )oe Girardi, so upset (hat Wellemeyer walked Adam ing after he was pummelcd
he called his second postgame Dunn to open the ninth. Scott by teammates.
In the Marlins' opinion, it
meeting in three days. "We Hatteberg singled with one out,
can't keep making mistakes. and Encarnacion followed with never should have come to that.

Jackets making strides
Missing playoffs again
doesn't tell complete
story for Columbus
By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS — The Columbus
Blue Jackets had a banner season in terms of rewriting the
franchise record book.
The upshot, however, is pretty much the same old story:
Another year without playoffs.
The club set new marks for
winningandscoring, yet justlike
the four previous Blue Jackets
teams, this one will be sitting at
home when the postseason gets
under way this weekend.
"When you're a young team
it's probably better to start from
the bottom," said defenseman
Adam Foote, a free agent signing last summer who owns two
Stanley Cup rings from his time
with the Colorado Avalanche.
"It hurts. It hurts a lot. You don't
like it. No one likes it. But you
learn. Sometimes it's a hard
way to learn. That's behind us
now and we have to look ahead.
1 think guys feel pretty good
about what's been going on here
the past few months."

The Blue Jackets finished 35- 3. The offense provided some
43-4, setting franchise marks spark, the defense got stingy
for wins, points (74], road wins and goaltenders Marc Denis
(12|, home wins (23) and goals and Pascal Leclaire played well.
"If you look at our second half
(223). From Jan. 1 through
the end of the season, they of the season, we came a long
had the eighth-best record in way," said Nash, who finished
the Western Conference and with 31 goals and a career-best
were just three points behind 23 assists to give him 54 points
Colorado, four behind Calgary in 54 games. "If we had 30 more
games left, I'm sure we'd be
and six back of Nashville.
right there to make
Still, thanks to
an awful start, they
a
paayv1dS|Vyborny
finished 21 points "IfyOU look
behind Edmonton
at our
'•*'a nuRc year (22
, , ,e goals, 43 assists! to
for the eighth playoff
spot in the Western second naif move inl(1 ,i,e m1K.
Conference.
of the season, Wwt»career |cadership in games
"The last 50
we came a (395). goals (90) and
games, we've proven
that we're a team
long way." assists (137).
Forward Nikolai
that's getting better,"
Zherdev had his
said Doug MacLean,
RICK NASH.
best season with 27
president and genCOLUMBUS
goals and 27 assists
eral manager.
before missing the
On Dec. 23, the
Blue Jackets were an NHL- final two weeks with a sprained
worst 9-25-1. Then 2003-2004 knee. He, like Nash, is just 21.
At 36, Fedorov had his worst
goal-scoring co-champion Rick
Nash and defenseman Rostislav NHL season in terms of numKlesla returned from injuries bers (12 goals. 32 assists) but was
and Sergei Fedorov, acquired in a valued commodity around
an Octobertrade with Anaheim, the younger players — particularly Zherdev — in the dressing
found his footing.
Afterthat the club went 26-18-

J-How grew up as
a Ninja Turtles fan
By Jacqueline Giammara
BtPORtER

IR: First grade, math
BGN:What'syourfavoritequote
or saying?
JR: "To give anything less than
BGN: Where were you
your best is to sacrifice
bom?
the gift "(Steve
Prefontaine)
JR: Cincinnati, Ohio
BGN: What's your
BGN: What's your
dream job?
favorite TV show?
IR: Dessert Taster!
IR:TheOC
BGN: Ho you have any
BGN: What's your
nicknames?
favorite kind of pizza?
JR:J-How
IR: Barbecue chicken
JAMIE ROFLOW
BGN. What's the most
pizza
BGN: Who's your favor- SOPHOMORE amazing event you've
ever witnessed?
ite superhero?
JR: Women's World
IR: Ninja Turtles ...
Cup game in Chicago
Leonardo was my favorite
BGN: What was one of your
BGN: If you were a teacher,
what grade and subject would favorite hobbies growing up?
JR: Playing any sport
you teach?
10 question with Jamie Roflow,
BGSU track team

KROGER PLAZA
1062 N. MAIN ST.

Bowling
Bowlina Green
Gree

352-9055
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New bat was key
ZIRKLE. FROM PAGE 14

runners on basein key situations
and provided some clean up.
"I'm just seeing the ball real
well right now and everything is
working for me," Zirkle said.
Zirkle attributes much of
her turnaround to when she
switched bats prior to a March
31 meeting with Buffalo.
Zirkle hit her first of three
home runs this season in that
contest and blasted another one the following game
on April Fool's Day at Kent
State, which ironically provided some misfortune for the
emerging slugger.
Zirkle then began her 0-for-15

drought.
Nonetheless, BG coach Leigh
Ross continued to pencil Zirkle
in the lineup and get her the
swings she needed to climb her
way out of it.
"Everyone else has been
looking for me to fill that spot
in the lineup and drive in runs
for us," Zirkle said, "and I knew
that I needed to be able to be
that role on the team and hit in
clutch situations."
Zirkle, of late, has proven to do
just that, with some power.
"I just want to focus on hitting
the ball hard," she said, "and
I think the team is confident
when I come to bat that I'll come
through big for us."

Ginn not an early pick
SPRING GAME. FROM PAGE 14

Scarlet or Gray would make the
first pick.
"We flip a 50-cent piece that
(wide receivers) coach (Joe)
Daniels found four years ago
and has had in his pocket ever
since," Tressel said.
Patterson called tails and
won the toss, although the
Gray braintrust protested there
was interference on the toss
because the coin hit a chair on
I he way down. Tressel declined
their appeal.
The sides took turns choosing
a position and then making the
first pick. After some discussion,
Patterson said Scarlet would
begin at punter and he picked
Malta A.J. Trapasso.
Three television cameras
and around 20 reporters stood
around the room as the selections were made. Smith didn't
arrive until the draft was
almost over, sporting a black
Jacksonville Jaguars jersey with
quarterback Byron Leftwich's
name and number.
Cornerback Antonio Smith,
linebacker John Kerr, defensive
end lay Richardson and several assistant coaches helped
Patterson, a defensive lineman,
with the Scarlet picks.
The Gray selections were
made by safety Brandon Mitchell
along with offensive tackle Kirk
Barton, guard T.J. Downing,
defensive linemen Joel Penton
and OuinnPitcock and the other
half of the coaching staff.
Mitchell and Patterson said
they spent several hours putting together mock drafts,
trying to come up with a
winning formula.
That doesn't explain why
Ginn wasn't chosen until the
34th pick.

It took around 25 minutes to
complete the draft. Each side
was then permitted to propose

trades — although all were
turned down or laughed away
Not exactly dealing from
strength, Patterson started one
trade offer by saying, "Who do
we have to give up to get..."
A couple of players and coaches from each side then got up in
front of the group and offered
their analysis of the draft.
Kerr said of the Scarlet's selections, "We had a good draft
defensively. I think we have the
upper hand."
Downing admitted that there
were areas in which Gray might
have done better.
"We did well at wide receiver
and the specialty positions," lie
said, "but I'm a little nervous
about the offensive line because
we're not as deep as they are."
"I came in pretty late," Smith
said, "but looking at the draft I
think Scarlet is way, way better
equipped for this game."
Players from both sides
laughed out loud.
Mitchell looked at his Gray
lineup and refused to make a
prediction.
"I just want a win," he said
with a wide grin. "I don't care if
it's 2-0."
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Lost/Found
LOST FLUTE! Last seen on Thursday, March 2, 2006 (right before
spring break!) at the SUNDIAL at
the table next to Shadows! If found.
please contact Michael Lui at 419490-6862 or luih@bgsu.edu. Reward Provided' (Sentimental Value!)

Services Offered
ACO ROOFING 8 SIDING
NEW ROOFS'ADDITIONS'SIDING
FREE Storage Shed wNEW ROOF
Licensed'lnsured {419) 870-6154

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Home ot the World Famous
Stulfed Breadstick1

352-9638
Having a party?
Call DiBenedetto's'
Sub trays, parly subs, pasta salads.
tresh baked cookies

(419) 352-4663
Call m riavB mfinu laaefli
Wanted
GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED
FOR 4 30 CEREMONY.
WILLING TO PAY!
Call Aaron. 614-581-1775
Needed Female Summer Roommate. LJ Apis.. I mm Occup . Rent
S212/m . util. S100 Sec Dep Req
Call Laura (440) 785-4520
WANTED - 2 Graduation Tickets tor
1pm Ceremony.
Call (419) 669-3654 alter 6pm.
Wanted Graduation Tickets lor
4:30pm Ceremony. Price Negotiable
Call Jessica (330) 360 3252

Help Wanted
Global Health and Wellness needs
distributors help market'Share about
weight management program Call
for info 419-4090090.
All-Girl Rock Band looking tor
GUITAR/BASS'KEY players. Call
Heather (937)231-0868 leave msg'»
Fun Summer Jobs located on
Lake Erie's Shore!!! Artists & Art
Enthusiasts Apply!!! Housing
Available!!! Call |574) 532-9437
Visit www kamansan com
Summer Work
S15.2S Base-Appt
FT'PT with flex, sched., customer
sales'svc. No soliciting or canvassing, all ages 17 and Older, sholarships awarded, conditions exist.
Apply no. start atler finals
419-861-3855 or
Online ffi!m ^HfMnfnllrimilfr IPf"
Looking for dependable, female college student 2 days evenings per
week to help w my children. Pret.
W/F, some flexibility, starting immediately' Call (419)874-8238
Graphic Designer
Build your portfolio, gam experience
and get paid doing it Continuing &
Extended Education is offering a
graphic design student position, beginning Summer 2006. Work in a
team environment designing brochures, catalogs, flyers, ads. etc.
while advancing your skills m Adobe
inDesign. Photoshop and Illustrator.
Prior experience preferred. Portfolio
required. 12-15 hours per week.
$7.00'hr. To apply, submit your resume no later than Friday. April 21
to: Susan Panning. CEE. 14
College
Park or electronically to
pannmg(Sbgsu,edu.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

'BARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Ca» 800 965 6520 exl. 174.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outdoors with other students.
Earn $3000 - $5000. Advancement
opportunities 1 888-277-9787
wwwcollegepro.com

■91 Blue Corvette Coupe, Auto. All
Pwr, Blk Leather. 77,000 miles.
Stored Winter, $7,900 OBO
(419) 308-0079

Cleaning & misc. help needed
starting 5 06 lor 2 weeks!
(419)353-0325

INDIVIDUALS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDIES The Pfizer Re
search Clinic in Ann Arbor is seek
ing healthy men and women, ages
18 to 55. tor participation in upcom
ing drug research studies.
Study
participation requires a stay ot 10 to
20 days in the Research Clinic. Individuals will be paid for participating
in study activity. Payment for study
participation ranges from $1800$2500
Vou must not take dally
prescription medications or have
any chronic Illness. You must be
a non-9moker or light smoker to
be eligible. A pre screening process is required. For more information, call the Research Recruiters at
1-800-567-8804
Pfizer Research

Looking lor someone lo care for my
3 & 6 yr old daughters (or summer T. TH&F. Call (419) 872-9762
HELP WANTED! NOW AND DURING SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to preform unskilled light production
work. We otter flexible hours- will
work around your schedule- available shifts 7 30am- 8:30am, 8:30am11:30am; 12:00 noon- 2 30 pm; 2:30
pm- 5:00pm: 5:30pm- 8 30pm Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus Pay is $6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
of 15 hours per week Work a minimum of 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime Pick- up an
application at out office Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc . 428 Clough
St.. Bowling Green. OH 43402

Couch w.pullout bed,
good condition. $50 OBO

(937) 974-2023

From Only $480!

Available May 15. 2006
1 bedroom:

2 bedroom house 131 Crim.
W/D. Non-smoking, quiet area.
$700'mo 4 utilities. 419-353-3855.
3 bdrm. I bath, close to campus,
pets ok. $800 mo utilities

419-352-6948.
3 Bedroom House at
718 3rd Street
Call 308-2457

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

Quiet, Park-Like Setting

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

-FREE HEA1

I Bedioorn f. StudnAfurtments mwdvdildUe
PncBiawtan
SK9-1/5

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

6-9-l?ltoti
InspsMbtik'

IMOmhfc.
(wi(hm wilbaf wuxt lo camcn)

419-353-7715 t£f

419-352-7691

Attention Students
Mutt be iSorOldei

419-354-6036

Summet Work Available

Large 3 bedroom C/A 125 Crim.
12 mo. lease, available in August.
$1000/mo . util (734)-789-8477.

Permanent I uli- rime Positions at Well

Intcrrohlpi rVnttablc • On S>-.*>7ii in sJuiUrehit-* Awarded *
Valuable Work i >.
ml Income' I nfovfakWoricAlmoipli
il.xil.li- Schedules ■ Improve fcui Peop e SUB. ' Imleuc few Retumc va
Reticle Stan D

11

Company Expansion in Progress
loan Increase in Pradud Line. Our Growing < ompanj
Need* Men ind Women lo I ill InrnwdiaieOpcningi In:

DIM

Set-up .in>i Dlfpby,) uatonui Servkci Sakham! Mam^t merit

l

Hiring for \ll Departmenb lmnn.li.uiK * No Previous Experience 01 I legm
Required' lulu omptny Raining* ImmediaieEarnin
A rk to Start ' CaUimmedfaueh/loi Interview

I W-776-4012 or 800-809-9006

Liberty Street
1 bedroom apartments
Ouiet area. New kitchen, Bath
Highland Management

ATTENTION!
BG STUDENTS

BUILD YOUR

FUTURE!
sp sp 4) ^) u) u) u)

I.cam the ins A outs or customer service

Internships & summer work, including career management track
Flexible schedules
Significant bonuses lo help uuh tuition
Musi have own transportation
I ice mining pun ided by rampanj

( \l I NOW FORAN INTERVIEW: SIERRA INDUSTRIES,

Have your loans paid
off by graduation
without the stress of
having to find a job!
Start now and see
how rewarding your
future can be.

We Help.
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KAPLAN

Male has furnished room to rent with
freedom of house to clean, neat &
honest student. $200 deposit. $250
rent. No other bills. (419] 354-6117

Seeking 1 additional female roommate. 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, from 8/15/06-8'15/07. Rent

"HflUSfis Avail 06-07 Next to BGSU
5-6 bdrm 321 E Merry #C
3 bdrm 315 & 309 1/2 E Merry
2bdrm 211 E Reed down
flBls.1 & 2 bdrm 316 S 311 E. Merry

Apartments & Houses
May & August
www fiterentals com
419-353-8206 lot appointment
Shamrock Condos 1 or 2 bedroom
units $650 * Ouiet tenants desired
419-354-0070 www shamrodwillaQ««n«lnnilnl||njajflm
418 S. Summit Street
2 bedrooms. Great Location
one comes w/ garage
washer & dryer dishwasher
Highland Management
419-354-6036
Close to campus $490 mo. plus all
util. Small pets OK w/dep. Available
immed May or Aug. 419-409-1110.

is $350/month * utilities. Call Kristi
lor details al 419-494-6911
832 3rd St Close to BGSU Newly
painted, 3 BR. 1 bath, privacy
fenced in back yard. $870mo. + dep
You pay util. Call Phil 419-3922812.
Copper Beech
Sublease 1 bdrm. no sec. dep.
internet, cable, appliances incl
$575/monlh avail. May-Aug.
440-749-1165
The Homestead
1 & 2 bedroom loft apartments
Newly remodeled
Close to downtown Laundry on site.
with extra storage
Highland Management

Brand new apt in walking distance
from campus 1 bdrm. Ig living room,
no pets, off street parking $450/mo.
Available now 419-654-5716

•
•
•
•
•

Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information

-» More see Cartyrentals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm Also
Summer Slst session leases avail.
Subleaser Needed - 1 person
University Village. May-Aug.. $300 .
Cable S Electric. (440) 263-5218
Subleasers Needed - 2BR Apt
across Irom Campus. $460 furnished (Gas & Cable incl) May 14 Aug. 6 (419) 908-0627
The Highlands
1 bedroom apanments.
Newly Remodeled Ouiet Area
Laundry on site.
Highland Management.
419-354-6036

419-354-6036
Female Summer Subleaser Needed
Copper Beech Townhomes
$300/mo. . Electric. I-Net » Cable
Included in Rent. Call Kelly lor Details (614) 216-7087

Female Subleaser needed for summer ot 06 at College Park Community Enclave. Rent normally 326 now
only 250 plus utilities. For further details call Morgan 419-512-4853.

GREAT JOB

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

OPPORTUNITIES!
Home City ICE

Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
Please call lor an appointment

Q_J

Rentals

HOUSES
1002 E. Woostcr
SI050 (Zoned lor 4) • UNIitiei

308 N. Enterprise
S675 - Ulilitiel

824 V Mam St.
$625 • Uiiliii.i

640 N. Summit
518 Harvest Lane
5°75 • Utilises

721 Jefferson
S855 • Utilities

III Ordway

I'I

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

$7.00 $12.00+Per Now
Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer
www.homecityice.com

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$500/month

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638

Lock in your summer job now!

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Summer
Storage!

•HI \. Enterprise

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520
Vi

419.353.5800

i, StMlah
111 ..-

\

i

Full Year Lease

For Rental Information:

or Steve at
V

(419)352-1150

A

{ftst mtiee lY"^ mu.i
'.;;t!(VrtiiVMt»

KIIIJUC at

www.cirinikr.con)I

tOarmd/lv /¥ 4*3-7414
«>n'. IVILRSTATI. l»KIVI.
lit 159 turner lit l--g end RI234

ALL STADIUM SKATING
I'm i. r.M.m ..xlUhlr tnr birthday
I... i ia. ^ i.r .mull Kruup*
* ..II for ml...,,.,,!;..,,

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
SCARY MOVIE 4(PS-1J| 115 1:453:15 3:50
5:15555 7158:0091510:00
FAILURE TO LAUNCH(rS-11|1 30115 7009:40
THE WIL0(S|
1003 00 5:007:009:00
PHAT GIRL2|P6-13|1 00 3.15 530 7.45 1000
TAKE THE LEAD (PQ-131 1 304:15 7:00940
• THEBENCHWARMERSlPO-U] 1:103:20
5:307:40 950
ICE AGE: THE MELTDOWN IPS)
1:001:30
3:05 3:35 5:10 5 40 7 15 7:45 920 9:50
INSIDE MAN «
1004 00 7:009:45
LARRY THE CABLE GUY: HEALTH
INSPECTOR (P0-111120 3 30 5 40 7:45 9:50
SHE'S THE MAN IP6-13) 1 45 4 30 7:00 930

5600 » Utilities

S750 * Utilities

s

> i rm"mm,

•Material Assistance

Slop by office for listing!

info@meccabg.com

1

l

d

For Rent

S610 ■• Ulilitiel

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007

H
1

1a

For Rent

NRWLWE

• www.meccabg.com

1

I

■1

■

-f H
r. V

For Rent

BUCKEYE
SELF-STORAGE
2 New Buildings

LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

H

V

1-800-KAP-TEST • WWW.KAPTIST.COM

1-800-899-8070

KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS

1
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n

.
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BG shuttle oft campus north route or
within walking distance'

www.meccabq.com

U"
<M,
'

w
oHc

•

CALL 1-866-572-4964

Management Inc.

'■'

'

441 Frazee 419.354.4673
wwwbgpc.org
M-W (10-5). Th (10-7), Fn (10-1)

roue Geonrni

ECCA

Bowling Greerj, Ohio 43402

1

■

DETERMINES OUB CROWTH

MAUMEEOHIO

1-888-893-4670 ^5^

I

ScoRi-s GUARANTIED OR YOUR MONEY BACK"

• Limited Ultrasounds

Gain valuable sales experience & leant business management -kills

1045 N. Main Suite 7B

■•

DAT JNCLE?

summer lease, undergrad or grad.,
May or Aug. start. 1 bdrm. or 2.
CAN WE HELP YOU? 352-3445.

SUMMER WORK PROGRAM
Earn Up to $12,000 (May/August)

H&

IIK.IIIK

MARTEN RENTALS 352-3445
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
Furn. or unlurn.. 9 mo.. 12 mo., or

burning fireplaces, wooded lot.
$255/ mo. includes all utilities. Call
alter 7 and leave message.
(419)352-5523.

•

■. '

DOWN
1 Ella's forte
2 "
Noon"
3 On the quiet side
4 Ms. RonstadI
5 Hispanic
6 Pound sound
7 Stand by for
8 Two-masted vessel
9 Followed
10 Sudden shock
11 Wedding-vow directive
39 Fairy-tale beast
12 Yes indeed. Maria
42 New York city
13 Tennis units
43 Maine college town
21 Raid
48 Schematic arrange22 Master
ment
25 Manmade waterway
50 Unattached
26 Sun-dried brick
53 Word with club or
27 Climbing device
goat
29 Handhold
54 Move furtively
31 Fish catchers
56
Open
courtyards
32 Sorrow
33 Harry Truman's birth- 57 Length unit
58 Story
place
59 Cowboy's prod
34 Opponent
60 Look intently
36 Share a border
61 Departed
38 Wildebeest
62 Charged particles
63 Wizard
Tailor's connection
64 Organic compound
Soup legume
Dawn goddess
Young fish
Hacks
Actress Long
End of quote
ANSWERS
Back of the neck
Bread spread
1 A L
b i H
React to a bad pun
i S V
n 1 D
V 1
Colonel Mustard's game
1 0 N 1
V
H
O|B
d V N
N
O
i 1
__ Bator. Mongolia
H 1 1 N
N 1
v 1 .1
Jargon
v 1 H
H V
Cologne mister
H 1
0
1 1 I
Small boy
V 1
H U
d
V
1 II 0
Artist's tripod
a i 0 N
J
1 1
0 N 1 ■
■-■

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MID SCHOOL?

419-354-6036

Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm. 2 wood

i

■

{jTHjTj*
^i^gjgjjjjgji^

-

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419 352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
OtliceOpen 10-2M- F
www by-apartments com
Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Great location ml university shuttle
pick-up. Central air/dishwasher
Laundry on site
Highland Management

■

ACROSS
1 Strong will?
6 Water track
10 Chinese idol
14 Eyelashes
15 "The Virginian" writer Wister
16 NYC theatrical award
17 Go-between
18 Stable staple
19 "
we forget..."
20 Start of Evan Esar quote
23 Spanish year
24 Address for a Friend
25 Bottle topper
28 Assn.
30 Hang loosely
35 1998 Sarah McLachlan hit
37 Jason's ship
40 Broadcasted again
41 Part 2 of quote
44 Concerning
45 Sound of contentment

HOUSE: 4 bedrnv, $900 . utilities
Pels neg. Available 6/1/06
802 Napoleon Rd. 419-352-5026.

D

1■ 1

ACROSS

4 Summer Subleasers Needed-4BR.
4-1/2 BA. Fully Furnished. Copper
Beech. (440)823-9108

N

4 -%■

3 BR House across Irom Campus
A/C, DW, W/D. Garb Disp., Av. 5/15
1 yr lease. S85Q/mo, (419) 787-7577
3BR Hse . 1-1/2 Blocks Irom S Central Campus, Nice n'bhood. Ig
ktchn.. LR, utility. $870. 352-7090

• Pets welcome!

■

248 Troup Ave (house) $825
Call lor a complete listing
419-353-APTS<2787)
K & K Properties
1. 2 & 3 BR Apartments by
Water Tower on Manville

1

■

117 S Prospect (upper apt) $595
128 1/2 S Summit (house) $550
219 Ordway Ave (upper apt) $450
2 bedrooms:
134 University Ln (townhouse) $650
521 Pike st #A (townhouse) $650
3 bedrooms:

Loft Bed For Sale
Good Condition
354-4380

On selected floor plans

■

For Rent

352-5239

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

I

Need an extra $36,000.00 a year?
Vending Business lor sale
Sell $5000. 800-568-7346
or vendinglriends.com

Clinic. 2800 Plymouth Rd. Ann Arbor. Ml 48105.

For Sale

The Daily Crossword
Fix
brought to you by
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MOMlAY-nirPSIUYAII\\\\s MI SHimMI.SO
HIIIAY-SI •<D<YUI.»MTS.AU.8rK»m»XS0
GLORY HOADlPCl
4:007009 15
THE PINK PANTHER|PS|
5:107109:10
FINAL DESTINATION 3 mi
5:207:209:20
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS (P6-1SI
5:30
7:30 9:30
EREEOOMLANDlRI
4:15 7:00 9 20
KINO KONG iPG-ui
4 30 8 00

